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The Hurricanes signed another piece of the roster puzzle Friday
By Justin Pelletier
With Saturday’s deadline to submit a list of protected players
looming, the Carolina Hurricanes secured a bit more depth
Friday afternoon, agreeing to terms with restricted free agent
Morgan Geekie.
Geekie, who played in 36 regular-season games with the
Canes this past season and three more in the team’s playoff
run, signed a one-year, two-way deal and will make
$750,000 at the NHL level and $75,000 at the American
Hockey League level with a $125,000 guarantee.
“Morgan played well in his first full NHL season this year,”
Canes President and GM Don Waddell said in a news
release. “We’re excited for him to take the next steps in his
development.”

Geekie had nine points during the regular season for the
Canes, slotting in most of the time on the fourth line.
In the AHL this past season, Geekie played in only two
games, but made the most of it, scoring four goals and
adding an assist to be named the AHL Player of the Week.
Last year with the Charlotte Checkers of the AHL, then the
Canes’ affiliate, Geekie had 22 goals and 20 assists in 55
games. He made his NHL debut last year, as well, and in just
two games, had three goals and an assist.
Carolina originally drafted Geekie in the third round, 67th
overall, in the 2017 NHL Draft.

Here’s who the Hurricanes exposed in the NHL expansion draft
By Chip Alexander
The Seattle Kraken, the NHL’s newest team, will draft its
roster on Wednesday and will choose from a pretty deep
talent pool that includes Montreal goalie Carey Price and St.
Louis Blues forward Vladimir Tarasenko.
Also included in that draft pool: Carolina Hurricanes forward
Nino Niederreiter and defensemen Jake Bean and Jake
Gardiner. The Kraken also could choose to sign free agent
Dougie Hamilton, whom the Canes have allowed to speak to
other teams.
The Kraken, who begin play in the 2021-22 season, will
select one player from each team except the Vegas Golden
Knights. Kraken general manager Ron Francis said he has
held hundreds of mock drafts in preparation but has given
out few other hints about his plans.
Francis, before going to Seattle, was the Canes’ GM and has
a good handle on their players. Some of the Canes’
possibilities for Wednesday were players drafted while
Francis was with Carolina, and he attended several Canes
games late in the 2020-21 regular season and the Stanley
Cup playoffs for a last look.
The process for the draft is much as it was in 2017 for the
expansion Golden Knights. NHL teams were given two
options: protect seven forwards, three defensemen and one
goaltender; or eight skaters (forwards and D-men) and one
goalie.
The Canes again went with the 7-3-1 format for the draft.
The protected forwards: captain Jordan Staal, Sebastian
Aho, Teuvo Teravainen, Andrei Svechnikov, Vincent
Trocheck, Warren Foegele and Jesper Fast. The
defensemen protected: Jaccob Slavin, Brett Pesce and
Brady Skjei.

The protected goalie was Alex Nedeljkovic, who is a
restricted free agent.
Forward Martin Necas, who has a year remaining on his
entry-level contract, was exempt.
That left Bean and Niederreiter, Steven Lorentz and Morgan
Geekie among those to be exposed to the draft.
One big question to be answered: Does Seattle have interest
in Hamilton, soon to be an unrestricted free agent?
Niederreiter might have been the biggest surprise in the nonprotected list. He’s coming off a 20-goal, 34-point season. It
could be that the Canes do not think Francis will bite on
Niederreiter’s $5.25 million salary cap hit.
Francis and the Kraken could taken one of the players
drafted during his GM tenure with the Canes. Bean, a former
first-round pick by the Canes, played 42 regular-season
games and 11 in the playoffs in the 2020-21 season.
Forward Steven Lorentz played 45 games and 11 in the
playoffs and forward Morgan Geekie 36 regular-season and
three playoff games.
The Canes obtained goalie Dylan Wells on July 14 in a trade
with the Edmonton Oilers for “future considerations” and left
him unprotected.
NHL teams were required to turn in their protected rosters
Saturday. The league announced the rosters Sunday
morning.
NHL teams were required to expose at least one
defenseman and two forwards who were under contract for
2021-22 who played at least 27 NHL games last season, or a
total of 54 in the past two seasons.
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Seattle is required to draft at least 20 players under contract
for the 2021-22 regular season. Of those 20, there must be
at least 14 forwards, nine defensemen and three goalies.

Jordan Martinook (F)

In 2017, the Golden Knights made forward Connor Brickley a
surprise pick from the Hurricanes. Brickley spent the 2016-17
season with the Charlotte Checkers, then the Canes’ AHL
affiliate.

Brock McGinn (F)

Francis was the Canes’ GM and worked a deal with thenVegas general manager George McPhee in which the
Golden Knights took Brickley rather than someone such as
veteran forward Lee Stempniak. The Canes gave Vegas a
fifth-round draft pick.

Sheldon Rempal (F)

Full Carolina Hurricanes list
Protected
Sebastian Aho (F)
Jesper Fast (F)
Warren Foegele (F)
Jordan Staal (F)
Andrei Svechnikov (F)
Teuvo Teravainen (F)
Vincent Trocheck (F)
Brett Pesce (D)
Brady Skjei (D)
Jaccob Slavin (D)
Alex Nedeljkovic (G)
Available
Morgan Geekie (F)
Steven Lorentz (F)

Max McCormick (F)

Nino Niederreiter (F)
Cedric Paquette (F)

Drew Shore (F)
Spencer Smallman (F)
Jake Bean (D)
Jake Gardiner (D)
Eric Gelinas (D)
Jani Hakanpaa (D)
Dougie Hamilton (D)
Maxime Lajoie (D)
Roland McKeown (D)
Joakim Ryan (D)
David Warsofsky (D)
Antoine Bibeau (G)
Jeremy Helvig (G)
Petr Mrazek (G)
James Reimer (G)
Dylan Wells (G)
2021 NHL Expansion Draft
When: Wednesday, 8 pm.
TV: ESPN2
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Where are the Hurricanes at with Dougie Hamilton? And Alex Nedeljkovic? Why’s it so
quiet right now? Bag of Jerks
By Sara Civian
There’s a lot to talk about in the land of the Carolina
Hurricanes, but there’s not all that much to actually say.
In my fantasy world, I imagined myself coming off of PTO
this week, gliding back into Raleigh yesterday and
seamlessly answering all 100 of your questions. In reality,
we’re at the point in the offseason where the Canes are still
trying to figure out some of these questions. They’re running
out of time, though — teams need to submit their expansion
draft lists by tomorrow. In the past few days, the Canes have
re-signed Morgan Geekie and traded future considerations to
Edmonton in return for minor-league goaltender Dylan Wells,
whom they intend to qualify. Both meet exposure
requirements.
Could these be the first two tiny dominos to fall before
everything big starts to happen all at once?
It’s been a little too quiet around here, and that can only
mean yes.
Note: Some questions have been lightly edited for clarity and
length.
Seems like it’s been radio silence from the Canes in terms of
being linked to any free agents or trade targets (at least from
the “insiders”). Is that by design? Or are they going to keep
the status quo as much as possible outside of whatever
happens with Dougie Hamilton? — Mike K.
It is definitely by design and the result of the aforementioned
domino effect and waiting for the dominos to start to fall.
There are a lot of moving parts and contingencies in the
Hurricanes’ offseason plans. Just think about it. Teams must
submit their protected lists by Saturday, so it’s pretty clear
there are still players the Canes are or aren’t going to be
able to sign before then, and that will determine if they’re
exposed. That’s an interesting wrinkle, because whom you
protect changes based on whom you think you can sign, and
there’s a risk level to mitigate when you’re still operating in
hypotheticals. It’s a positive for the immediate future because
the Canes don’t have to expose anyone who is a free agent,
but long-term, what if the Canes expose, say, Brady Skjei,
then the Kraken pick him, and then they don’t re-sign
Hamilton?
There’s a lot the Canes need to work out, and they know we,
the pesky media, are going to be asking all these follow-up
questions when they tell us anything, so it makes sense they
generally want to figure out as much as possible before
telling us too much.
Straying from the status quo is pretty much inevitable this
offseason, even after Hamilton. They’ve got decisions to
make about the goaltending that could change its
complexion, for instance.

What’s the deal with Alex Nedeljkovic? Elliotte Friedman is
reporting that a qualifying offer might not even happen. Is the
front office really that unsure about him? — Thomas S.
Again, the front office is playing its cards pretty tight right
now, but my sense is it’s less of an issue about being unsure
about him and is more about the price. It seems the sides
are at least $1 million off in negotiations as it stands.
Let’s take Nedeljkovic out of it for a second and think of
some logical reasons a team wouldn’t extend a qualifying
offer to a player: You don’t want him on your team (duh). You
simply don’t have enough cap space. You’re worried an
arbitration-eligible RFA might have too strong of a case.
Let’s say Nedeljkovic has the best arbitration case in the
world. If the Canes don’t extend a qualifying offer, he
becomes an unrestricted free agent. This obviously means
he could sign anywhere, but if his arbitration case is stellar,
he might be offered significantly less as a UFA than he would
win in arbitration. So, to me, and this is pure speculation, it
seems like the Canes don’t want to overpay Nedeljkovic in
arbitration, but if they let him become a UFA because of this,
there’s a real chance he becomes sick of everything they
have put him through (waivers, anyone?) and signs
elsewhere.
I can’t make a judgment on this until I see the numbers both
camps are trying to negotiate for and what other options the
Canes are looking at in net. And remember, Petr Mrazek still
exists. This is a situation we need to wait and see on.
Any indication on how Nedeljkovic would do with 55 starts
versus, say, 40? — Vince D.
I think he’d do even better with more starts. Every time he
has stepped in for the Canes, he’s looked his shakiest in his
first few games, then improved the more he’s gotten to play.
Talking to him reflects the same. He likes to play as much as
possible, and he’s certainly young enough to do so.
All right, I’ll ask the question everyone is going to ask: Any
update on Hamilton contract talks? — Ben K.
Unfortunately, I have nothing new to report except that
nothing is close to getting done. I’d expect to know more
after the expansion draft.
Who’s out there that the Canes can bring in via trade or free
agency to help replace the minutes and points we are likely
to lose when Hamilton signs elsewhere? — Kevin S.
If I’m taking your question literally, Kevin, the answer is no
one. As I wrote last month, pound for pound, there’s not one
player available right now who can replace Hamilton in terms
of production, minutes and overall value.
That’s why, if the Canes end up letting him walk, they better
have two to three people they’re ready to sign or trade for
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who can pick up the slack for cheaper. I understand not
wanting to put all of your cap space into one player, but
frankly, the Canes are an undeniably worse team without
Hamilton. This is troublesome considering they need to at
least slightly improve — especially in terms of production —
to go further in the playoffs.

most excited about in attending more hockey games this
season than I have ever attended in my life? — Shane C.

So, which players on the trade block and/or in free agency
can help the Canes? Some combination of forwards such as
Rickard Rakell, Brandon Saad and Jake DeBrusk comes to
mind. Noted Canes killer Tyler Johnson had a great playoff
run, but he still strikes me as a little too expensive on his own
if the Canes are unwilling to pay for Hamilton. The Canes
could always swing big and trade for someone like Vladimir
Tarasenko.

There’s a lot to be excited about, but as it pertains to the
Hurricanes experience? Tailgates and community. There are
a ton of great season ticket members I’ve met over the years
who are so welcoming. I’m sure they’d love to show you the
ropes. Maybe you can find some in the comments, even!

But Hamilton is a defenseman, after all, even if he scores a
lot. I don’t like the idea of replacing Hamilton with Seth Jones
because at that point you should have just signed Hamilton.
Recently bought-out Ryan Suter could help. Tyson Barrie?

First of all, congrats on the season tickets. I feel like that
automatically moves you out of the novice category in the
nonexistent hockey fan hierarchy.

Two responses to your original question:
Andrew R.:
Get excited for doing the wave
Congrats on the ticket(s). Be sure to hang on to it/them for
what we all hope is a February 2023 outdoor game.

I don’t know. All options keep pointing back to: “The Canes
should really re-sign Hamilton.”

Matt M.:
The atmosphere at the games. Nothing beats seeing that OT
winner in person and hearing the arena erupt.

Protect Skjei or Jake Bean? I say Brady, even at his current
price. — Benjamin K.

What’s the thought process for replacing assistant coach
Dean Chynoweth? — Michael F.

So, back to my point about contingencies. If you don’t plan
on re-signing Hamilton or it doesn’t look like it’s going to
happen, you have to protect Skjei. But then again, what are
the chances Ron Francis wants to deal with Skjei’s contract?
Francis is much more likely to pick Bean than Skjei,
especially considering he drafted Bean. Leaving Skjei
exposed might be a calculated risk worth taking.

Should fans expect the Canes’ defense to take a step back
next year while adapting to a new coach? Rod Brind’Amour
appears to delegate quite well, leaving his assistants to do
what they do. So, how much did Chynoweth influence the D?
Does Brind’Amour keep their system and have the new
coach adapt? Or leave it up to the new guy to make
changes? — Danielle P.

Now that they’re in PNC for a bit longer, will they actually
improve anything in the building? Parking, WiFi, actual ingame experience, sound system … so many things that
need a bit of upgrading. — Victoria B.

No offense to Chynoweth — a man the players love — but I
don’t expect this move to make a gigantic difference either
way for the Canes players, for several reasons.

I’m sure they’ll do this, but what I’m even more curious about
is whether they’ll try to build more entertainment around the
arena, which is sorely missing from the experience of going
to a Canes game. I understand the Raleigh infrastructure
can’t handle a downtown arena, so make the arena and its
surrounding area a more enticing place to hang out. At the
very least, give me a bar to write in after the games, because
obviously this is all about me and what I want.
Who’s most likely to replace Jordan Martinook’s
energy/enthusiasm in the dressing room? — Derek R.
Before we jump into that, I’ll say that, yes, it’s looking like
Martinook’s time with the Hurricanes is coming to an end. He
will be sorely missed by everyone, and all it takes is listening
to this clip to understand why.
Subscriber Andrew R. pretty much nailed the answer to this
question in the responses: “Trocheck’s gonna try. And don’t
sleep on Pesce.”
I’ve noticed Brett Pesce standing out as a dressing room
leader/generally hilarious person more and more over the
past two years. And everybody loves Vincent Trocheck.
I’m a brand-new season ticket holder. As a novice hockey
fan who wants to get more into the sport, what should I be

1. The “system” is going to stay the same. The players are
generally the same, and the system works for them. So it will
stay. Besides, the word “system,” as it relates to NHL teams,
has become some sort of shrouded-in-mystery code word
when it really just means how the team operates and what
the set plays are. I feel like the concept is drastically
exaggerated and generally similar from team to team.
2. Part of Brind’Amour’s “system” is basically trusting these
grown men to know what’s best for themselves. They’re
professional athletes, and at a certain level of skill, you really
can only do so much X’s and O’s coaching. He’s always said
coaching these days is more about empathy than teaching
guys about the sport.
3. I’d bet they replace Chynoweth with an internal hire. Tim
Gleason, anyone?
It feels like a lot of fans are starting to get over the shine of
making the playoffs again and now are looking toward
making strides to become an actual out-and-out Cup
contender. What steps should the Canes make this
offseason to help them on their path to perennial Cup
contention? — Matt M.
Step 1. Don’t give up one of your top two defensemen.
(Are we sensing a pattern with this mailbag?)
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If you want an in-depth answer, here are my top five
priorities. And, more recently, here’s what I’d consider a
perfect offseason.
Of course, absolutely none of this except for Brind’Amour
signing has happened yet, so there’s a lot of tension and
uncertainty in the air right now. I think the Canes could field

basically the same team as last season, aside from some
bottom-six shifting, and potentially take that next step still,
but they just can’t get any worse. This doesn’t automatically
mean sign Hamilton and Nedeljkovic no matter the cost, but
it means finding viable replacements. And letting go of both
feels like too much uncertainty to me.

Hurricanes protection list: Why Warren Foegele made the cut and what’s next
By Sara Civian
No, the Hurricanes didn’t make any pre-Kraken expansion
draft protected list trades before Saturday’s 3 p.m. ET
deadline. But it’s been quiet — a little too quiet — around
here. To some degree, that’s a reflection of constantly
moving parts behind the scenes ahead of some huge
decisions. And as it often goes for NHL clubs before
deadlines, there were a few things that might’ve been but
weren’t.
The Canes had to prepare for dozens of scenarios leading
up to the roster freeze, then beyond it. They were working on
their protected list up until they couldn’t on Saturday — that
fact, the rumblings around the team and the list itself
introduce some insight into the Canes’ strategy and what
they’ve had to consider.

other teams were interested. The Canes have obviously
been hearing these teams out, especially with a slew of free
agents to take care of and Svechnikov’s contract looming.
You’ll also recall the Canes re-signed Morgan Geekie on
Friday and it looked like that was done before the roster
freeze to meet exposure requirements. But the Canes
officially exposed Geekie, Niederreiter and Steven Lorentz
when they only needed to expose two forwards to meet the
requirements. Were they preparing for the possibility of
losing Foegele before the freeze? Any competent front office
fielding offers for a player would do so. And it’s not like this
was the real trade deadline — one could assume trade talks
involving many players are still ongoing. Logic will once
again tell you that you protect a player involved in trade talks
to make a trade more enticing.
Defensemen

We’ll get into that as we go. Without further ado, here’s the
official list:

1. Jaccob Slavin and 2. Brett Pesce: Who else is going to
play 45 minutes per game?

Protected (no particular order)

3. Brady Skjei: I could just imagine the Twitterverse hot takes
if the Canes were to protect Skjei over Jake Bean, and they
did not disappoint. But are we forgetting the playoffs? I
thought Skjei was pretty solid in the playoffs, much better
than Bean — who will get there eventually. But in a world
where the Canes have traded away much of the depth that
made their blue line so bulletproof, imagine if they let Dougie
Hamilton walk and Skjei gets selected in the expansion
draft? Bean has potential, but I doubt Rod Brind’Amour’s
willingness to toss him out there to eat tough minutes, and
for good reason. He needs a couple years, and the Canes
need an NHL-ready top four defenseman before they go
from the best blue line in the league to “Uh, what happened
here?” very quickly.

Forwards
1. Jordan Staal: The captain and his no-movement clause
aren’t going anywhere after a stellar season.
2. Sebastian Aho: Matching an offer sheet and watching
Aho’s talent and compete level somehow improve year after
year only to expose him in the expansion draft would be a
fun way to announce the team is moving to Quebec City.
3. Teuvo Teravainen: Teravainen is on one of the best
contracts in the NHL and would be the steal of the expansion
draft at his value. He’s one of the Hurricanes’ core pieces.
4. Andrei Svechnikov: Tearing down the 12-foot Svechnikov
shrine the Canes built at Wake Competition Center would be
a project in itself.
5. Vincent Trocheck: The Hurricanes protecting Trocheck
wasn’t a sure thing when they traded for him before the 2020
trade deadline. Now, I can’t imagine this team without him.
He’s been a perfect fit on all fronts — skill, compete,
personality. He was leading the Hurricanes in goals before
his injury last season, he’s a perfect second-line center and
he’s doing it all for $4.75 million per year.
6. Jesper Fast: Is Fast a better player than Nino
Niederreiter? No. Is he a solid piece on a far better contract,
one ideal for a chip-on-the-shoulder expansion draft team to
swoop in and take, giving them even more room for their star
players? Of course.
7. Warren Foegele: Here’s where things get tricky. Reports
emerged about a month ago that Foegele, an RFA, was
seeking more of an opportunity and more ice time — and

Kraken GM Ron Francis also drafted Bean; complete
speculation here, but it’s very possible the Canes have
strategized around the Kraken taking Bean.
Goalie
Alex Nedeljkovic: Friendly reminder that teams do not need
to tender a qualifying offer to a player before they protect him
— they can protect anyone they want. The Canes obviously
needed to protect a goalie and they’re going with the RFA
they’re still negotiating with. I wouldn’t read into this as it
pertains to those negotiations.
Exposed
Forwards
Geekie: See, Foegele. Also, exposing another player Francis
drafted himself with serious potential sure makes things
interesting. They’re going to lose somebody, but knowing
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they didn’t have to protect either Geekie or Steven Lorentz
and will still keep at least one is a nice way to look at it,
right?
Lorentz: Same deal.
Niederreiter: It pretty much goes without saying in an
expansion draft, but Francis said it Saturday: cap space is
extremely valuable to him. As great as Niederreiter is, I
seriously doubt the Kraken are going to take on his $5.25
million AAV. This seems like a calculated risk from the
Hurricanes — they probably won’t lose him, but if they do
they get a significant amount of cap space cleared up.
Jordan Martinook (UFA)
Max McCormick (UFA)
Brock McGinn (UFA)
Cedric Paquette (UFA)
Sheldon Rempal (UFA)
Drew Shore (UFA)
Spencer Smallman (RFA)
Defensemen
Jake Bean (RFA): We’ve reached the man of the hour. His
next contract will be reasonable, his ceiling is high and he’s
with the band. In all likelihood, he’s the guy the Kraken will
go with. If so, it’ll sting for the Canes’ defensive depth, which
is quickly going from logjam to Will Smith in the last episode

of “The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air,” but at least it’s somewhat
expected and thus can be worked around. Again, it isn’t
certain and expansion drafts are known for a few surprises,
but a lot adds up for this to make sense.
Jake Gardiner: Obviously Gardiner to the Kraken would be
ideal for the organization, as the Canes benched Gardiner in
the playoffs and he has a $4.05 million cap hit (and is owed
even more in cash) for the next two seasons. But it looks like
the Canes got their ideal expansion draft scenario with
Connor Brickley to Vegas and they’ll have to take an L this
time around.
Eric Gelinas
Jani Hakanpaa (UFA)
Dougie Hamilton (UFA)
Maxime Lajoie (RFA)
Roland McKeown (UFA)
Joakim Ryan (UFA)
David Warsofsky (UFA)
Goalies
Antoine Bibeau (UFA)
Jeremy Helvig (RFA)
Petr Mrazek (UFA)
James Reimer (UFA)
Dylan Wells (RFA)
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Hurricanes to Pick 27th Overall in 2021 NHL Draft
Canes currently hold eight picks over seven rounds



3rd Round, No. 91

By Michael Smith



4th Round, No. 123

Visit Hurricanes.com/Draft for the latest news, videos and
pick-by-pick information in the 2021 NHL Draft.



6th Round, No. 187



7th Round, No. 200 (from Los Angeles)



7th Round, No. 209 (from St. Louis)



7th Round, No. 219

The order of selection in the 2021 NHL Draft is set, and the
Carolina Hurricanes own the 27th overall selection.
That pick, though, will actually be the 26th made in the first
round, since the Arizona Coyotes forfeited their 2021 firstround pick (11th overall) and 2020 second-round pick after
violating the NHL's combine testing policy.
In total, the Canes own eight draft picks over seven rounds,
including three in the final round alone.
"We've done a great job over the years getting some elite
players later in the draft - Aho, Slavin, Pesce. We've been
able to identify some high-end players, who, if you go back
and re-draft, these guys are going to be at the top of the
draft," Assistant General Manager Darren Yorke said. "I
know our group has worked extremely hard. We're excited
for players who may be around when we may be picking in
the first round, guys we'll be able to select that we're excited
about."
Hurricanes 2021 NHL Draft Picks



1st Round, No. 27



2nd Round, No. 59

The Canes have made the 27th overall selection once in
franchise history: in 2009, when they drafted Philippe
Paradis. That pick didn't exactly pan out, but there are plenty
of recognizable names who were 27th overall selections: Joe
Nieuwendyk (1985), Tie Domi (1988), Steve Staios (1991),
Rhett Warrener (1994), Cory Sarich (1996), Scott Gomez
(1998), John Carlson (2008) and Vladislav Namestnikov
(2011), among others.
The Canes' most recent late-20s pick came in 2019 when
they drafted Ryan Suzuki 28th overall. The team's most
notable late first-round selection is goaltender Cam Ward,
who the team drafted 25th overall in 2002.
The 2021 NHL Draft will take place virtually July 23-24.
ESPN2 will carry the first round, which begins on Friday, July
23 at 8 p.m., while NHL Network will broadcast rounds 2-7
on Saturday, July 24, beginning at 11 a.m.
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Hurricanes Protection List for 2021 NHL Expansion Draft
Team protected seven forwards, three defensemen and a
goalie
By Michael Smith
The Carolina Hurricanes' protection list for the 2021 NHL
Expansion Draft has been finalized.
The Canes elected to protect seven forwards, three
defensemen and one goalie. Here is the team's protection
list.
Forwards



Brock McGinn (UFA)



Nino Niederreiter



Cedric Paquette (UFA)



Sheldon Rempal (UFA)



Drew Shore (UFA)



Spencer Smallman (RFA)

Defensemen



Sebastian Aho



Jake Bean (RFA)



Jesper Fast



Jake Gardiner



Warren Foegele (RFA)



Eric Gelinas



Jordan Staal



Jani Hakanpaa (UFA)



Andrei Svechnikov (RFA)



Dougie Hamilton (UFA)



Teuvo Teravainen



Maxime Lajoie (RFA)



Vincent Trocheck



Roland McKeown (UFA)



Joakim Ryan (UFA)



David Warsofsky (UFA)

Defensemen



Brett Pesce



Brady Skjei



Jaccob Slavin

Goalie



Alex Nedeljkovic (RFA)

The collection of Canes players exempt from the Expansion
Draft is highlighted by Martin Necas, who played his second
full NHL season in 2020-21, in addition to top prospects Seth
Jarvis, Ryan Suzuki and more, plus all of the team's
unsigned draft picks.
That means that the following Canes players have been
exposed for potential selection in the Expansion Draft.
Forwards



Morgan Geekie



Steven Lorentz



Jordan Martinook (UFA)



Max McCormick (UFA)

Goalies



Antoine Bibeau (UFA)



Jeremy Helvig (RFA)



Petr Mrazek (UFA)



James Reimer (UFA)



Dylan Wells (RFA)

The Seattle Kraken will select one player from each team
(excluding the Vegas Golden Knights) for a total of 30
players. Seattle must draft at least 14 forwards, nine
defensemen and three goaltenders, leaving four "wild card"
roster spots. Of the 30 players the Kraken select, 20 must be
under contract for the 2021-22 season.
The Kraken have until Wednesday, July 21 at 10 a.m. ET to
make and submit their Expansion Draft selections, and the
32nd NHL member club's roster will then be revealed at 8
p.m. ET that night on ESPN2.
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Mock 2021 NHL Expansion Draft
Holtby, Johansen, Giordano among those projected to be
selected by Kraken

at $750,000), which allows the Kraken to spend wisely
elsewhere too.

The Seattle Kraken are on the clock.

Subban would be No. 3 on Seattle's depth chart and a
tradeable commodity. Tokarski could start in the American
Hockey League and be called up as needed.

The lists of available and protected players for the 2021 NHL
Expansion Draft presented by Upper Deck, which takes
place Wednesday (8 p.m. ET; ESPN2, SN, SN NOW), were
released by the NHL on Sunday, and Seattle has until 10
a.m. ET the day of the draft to submit its selections.
The Kraken must choose one player from each of the 30
participating teams (the Vegas Golden Knights are exempt),
including at least 14 forwards, nine defensemen and three
goalies. Additionally, at least 20 of their selections must
already be under contract for next season with an aggregate
value that is between 60 to 100 percent of the $81.5 million
NHL salary cap.
As the hockey world awaits Seattle's picks, NHL.com staff
writers Dan Rosen, Tom Gulitti and Pete Jensen conducted
their own mock expansion draft using all the rules the Kraken
must follow.
Here are their selections, which came in at approximately
$71 million, followed by an explanation for each position:
GOALIES (4)
Dustin Tokarski, Buffalo Sabres; Malcolm Subban, Chicago
Blackhawks; Kaapo Kahkonen, Minnesota Wild; Braden
Holtby, Vancouver Canucks
Holtby would more than likely enter training camp as the No.
1 goalie, but the door would be open for Kahkonen to
become the starter at some point in the season.
No matter who would emerge as the No. 1, the rotation
would give Seattle a veteran with Stanley Cup Playoff
experience and an up-and-comer.
Holtby, who turns 32 on Sept. 16 and won the Cup with the
Washington Capitals in 2018, had a tough first season with
Vancouver, going 7-11-3 with a 3.67 goals-against average
and an .889 save percentage. But the Canucks struggled
defensively, allowing 3.34 goals per game (26th in NHL), so
it's possible Holtby could regain his form.
Kahkonen, who turns 25 on Aug. 16, was 16-8-0 with a 2.88
goals-against average, a .902 save percentage and two
shutouts as a rookie with Minnesota this season.
Either way, this would be quality goaltending for a little more
than $5 million next season (Holtby at $4.3 million, Kahkonen

FORWARDS (16)
Christian Fischer, Arizona Coyotes; Joonas Donskoi,
Colorado Avalanche; Blake Comeau, Dallas Stars; Devin
Shore, Edmonton Oilers; Frank Vatrano, Florida Panthers;
Austin Wagner, Los Angeles Kings; Ryan Johansen,
Nashville Predators; Nathan Bastian, New Jersey Devils;
Josh Bailey, New York Islanders; Colin Blackwell, New York
Rangers; Evgenii Dadonov, Ottawa Senators; Brandon
Tanev, Pittsburgh Penguins; Dylan Gambrell, San Jose
Sharks; Yanni Gourde, Tampa Bay Lightning; Alexander
Kerfoot, Toronto Maple Leafs; Mason Appleton, Winnipeg
Jets
Having depth at center is a good way for any team to start,
and that will be a strength for the Kraken with Johansen,
Gourde, Kerfoot and Gambrell.
Selecting Johansen means picking up the remaining four
years on his contract ($8 million average annual value), but
there is value in having a true No. 1 center in his prime
(Johansen turns 29 on July 31) to build the offense around.
Johansen also might benefit from a change of scenery. After
scoring 64 points (14 goals, 50 assists) in 80 games in 201819, he dipped to 36 points (14 goals, 22 assists) in 68 games
last season and 22 points (seven goals, 15 assists) in 48
games this season.
Gourde would thrive in a bigger role with Seattle after scoring
36 points (17 goals, 19 assists) in 56 games as Tampa Bay's
third-line center this season, and he brings invaluable
experience from winning the Stanley Cup in each of the past
two seasons. Kerfoot and Gambrell slot in perfectly behind
him.
Seattle isn't as deep at wing, but it has good options for its
top two lines with Vatrano (18 goals this season), Donskoi
(17 goals this season), Dadonov (three seasons with at least
25 goals) and Bailey (35 points this season). The Kraken will
also have some forwards beginning to tap their potential
such as Appleton (set NHL career highs with 12 goals, 13
assists and 25 points this season) and Blackwell (also set
NHL career highs with 12 goals, 10 assists and 22 points),
and grit and experience from Tanev and Comeau.
DEFENSEMEN (10)
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Haydn Fleury, Anaheim Ducks; Connor Clifton, Boston
Bruins; Mark Giordano, Calgary Flames; Jake Bean,
Carolina Hurricanes; Gabriel Carlsson, Columbus Blue
Jackets; Dennis Cholowski, Detroit Red Wings; Brett Kulak,
Montreal Canadiens; Justin Braun, Philadelphia Flyers;
Vince Dunn, St. Louis Blues; Brenden Dillon, Washington
Capitals
Two potential gems for Seattle in this mock expansion draft
are Dunn, a strong all-around defenseman who won the
Stanley Cup with the Blues in 2019, and Bean, who has a
much higher ceiling after scratching the surface this season
for the Hurricanes. Dunn was limited to 43 games this
season because of injury but averaged an NHL career-high
0.47 points per game. Bean scored 12 points (one goal, 11

assists) in 42 games as a rookie despite playing mostly on
the third defense pair.
Giordano, who has one season remaining on his contract
($6.75 million AAV), could bounce back with a change of
scenery. He has scored 57 points (14 goals, 43 assists) the
past two seasons after scoring an NHL career-high 74 (17
goals, 57 assists) in 2018-19, when he won the Norris
Trophy voted as the best defenseman in the NHL. Not only
that, as Flames captain the past eight seasons, he would
provide instant leadership to the Kraken.
Braun (100 games) and Dillon (75) would add NHL playoff
experience to Seattle's second and third pairs. Cholowski,
the No. 20 pick in the 2016 NHL Draft, and Fleury, the No. 7
pick in the 2014 NHL Draft, would join Bean as potential
long-term investments.

Hurricanes re-sign forward Morgan Geekie to two-way contract
The Carolina Hurricanes have re-signed forward Morgan
Geekie to a one-year, two-way contract.
The deal will pay the 22-year-old $750,000 at the NHL level
and $75,000 at the AHL level, with $125,000 guaranteed.
Geekie recorded three goals and nine points in 36 games
with the Hurricanes this season and skated in three playoff
games with the team. With the AHL's Chicago Wolves, the
six-foot-two forward registered four goals and five points, and
earned AHL Player of the Week honours.

"Morgan played well in his first full NHL season this year,"
Hurricanes president and general manager Don Waddell
said in a statement. "We're excited for him to take the next
steps in his development."
Since his NHL debut in March of 2020, Geekie has
registered six goals and seven points. He was drafted by the
Hurricanes in the third round of the 2017 NHL Draft, 67th
overall.
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Mock NHL Expansion Draft: Who will the Seattle Kraken choose?
By Rory Boylen
It was a wild couple of days in the NHL, with a flurry of action
before Saturday's roster freeze, followed by Sunday's news
of each team's protection list for the expansion lists being
revealed.
With that trade freeze in effect through Wednesday's
expansion draft, the next couple of days could be a little
quieter on the news front, but there is a lot of space for
speculation now. Who will the Seattle Kraken choose? Can
they be as competitive out of the gate as Vegas? Will they
even try to be, or will saving cap space be more of a priority
and a long-term build be the plan?
There are some important, and different, factors at play this
time.
One is that the $81.5 million salary cap is expected to remain
flat for a while, which has forced even tougher decisions for a
lot of teams. Some big names were left unprotected to
Seattle and, in some of those cases, it might be best for that
team to lose the player and open more space. But the
Kraken won't want to just throw away their own valuable
room.
Seattle also holds the second overall pick in this draft, which
seems likely to wind up being centre Matthew Beniers, or
perhaps one of the many defencemen at the top of the
rankings. Vegas had to wait for the sixth overall pick to make
their first selection.
There are a million different ways the Kraken could build this
team, and we took a crack at building out one version of it.
First, a few notes:
• Made an effort to not pick any UFAs on this team. The
Kraken now have an exclusive negotiating window with any
unprotected UFA, so they could use that to pick and sign the
likes of Gabriel Landeskog or Dougie Hamilton. We'll avoid
that level of speculation. However, there is one UFA we did
put in this mock draft because reports indicate there may be
a deal in place.
• We don't know what the Kraken's philosophy will be, but
ours was to try and find a middle ground of icing a
competitive team, finding value, and mixing in some youth.
Kraken GM Ron Francis said this weekend he has the green
light to spend to the cap if he wants, so we're not building a
budget team.
• We don't know if the Kraken have struck any side deals
with teams that would influence their expansion draft.
• Expansion rules dictate the Kraken must choose at least 20
players who are under contract for next season. They must
also choose at least three goalies, 14 forwards and nine
defencemen.

On Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. ET you can watch the results of
Seattle's expansion draft live on Sportsnet and also follow
along live on Sportsnet.ca where we'll run a live blog. Until
then, we can play armchair GM and argue over who to
choose and stay away from.
With help from CapFriendly's extremely valuable expansion
draft simulator, here is how our mock draft shaped up,
followed by the explanation for each pick:
Anaheim Ducks
In Consideration: Adam Henrique, Alexander Volkov, Kevin
Shattenkirk, Haydn Fleury, Jacob Larsson, Derek Grant,
Danton Heinen
The Pick: Haydn Fleury
A draft pick of Francis' from his Carolina days, Fleury played
over 20 minutes a game for Anaheim when the Canes traded
him there this season, and led all Ducks blueliners in
shorthanded time on ice. He has a $1.3-million cap hit
through next season, after which the 25-year-old will be an
RFA.
Arizona Coyotes
In Consideration: Michael Bunting (UFA), Dryden Hunt,
Christian Fischer, Tyler Pitlick
The Pick: Christian Fischer
Not a lot to choose form here, so we're taking a cheap ($1
million AAV), young (24 years old), and capable NHLer who
has scored 15 goals in a season before.
Boston Bruins
In Consideration: Ondrej Kase, Nick Ritchie, Mike Reilly,
Connor Clifton, Jeremy Lauzon, Jakub Zboril
The Pick: Connor Clifton
It really comes down to which mid-20s defenceman you
want. Clifton has one year left on a deal paying a $1 million
AAV, worked his way up the depth chart and brings a lot of
energy.
Buffalo Sabres
In Consideration: Cody Eakin, Zemgus Girgensons, Colin
Miller, William Borgen
The Pick: William Borgen
Had a broken arm not interrupted his season, Borgen would
have had an opportunity to solidify a spot on Buffalo's blue
line. At 24 he's an unproven (at the NHL level) defenceman
who is cheap with upside. We have to find ways to save
money and buy into potential where it makes sense so that
we can take bigger cuts elsewhere. This is one of those
choices.
Calgary Flames

• We have to be mindful of the $81.5 million cap ceiling, but
also of the $60.2 million cap floor.

In Consideration: Matthew Phillips, Glenn Gawdin, Dominik
Simon, Mark Giordano, Oliver Kylington, Tyler Parsons

• Trades could immediately follow the expansion draft. The
Kraken could choose some players they don't have any
plans for except to flip.

The Pick: Mark Giordano
Not overthinking it. Giordano starts as your No. 1 defence to
anchor the blue line, play big minutes and be a leader. With
one year left on his contract, if it works out perhaps Giordano
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would sign a short-term extension. That, or the Kraken trade
him now or at the deadline and retain part of his $6.75 million
AAV to maximize trade value.
Carolina Hurricanes
In Consideration: Nino Niederreiter, Morgan Geekie, Dougie
Hamilton (UFA), Jake Gardiner, Jake Bean
The Pick: Jake Bean
Another of Francis' draft picks when he was GM in Carolina,
Bean took a while to crack Carolina's deep defence but still
didn't carve out much of a role. He's ready for more and
should get it in Seattle.
Chicago Blackhawks
In Consideration: Adam Gaudette, Josh Dickinson, Calvin De
Haan, Nikita Zadorov
The Pick: Adam Gaudette
The Kraken will have options for top-six wingers, top-four
defencemen and in net, but centres are going to be harder to
come by. Here they could get a 24-year-old RFA whose AAV
won't be prohibitive. Depth add.
Colorado Avalanche
In Consideration: Gabriel Landeskog (UFA), Joonas
Donskoi, J.T. Compher, Erik Johnson
The Pick: Joonas Donskoi
Solid, consistent middle-six winger, Donskoi adds a level of
proven, affordable offence ($3.9 million for another two
years) that will be in relatively short supply.
Columbus Blue Jackets
In Consideration: Max Domi, Kevin Stenlund, Kole
Sherwood, Dean Kukan, Gabriel Carlsson
The Pick: Kevin Stenlund
Domi is the popular choice here (and maybe the one the
Kraken go with), but he's going to miss the first month or two
at least of next season, makes $5.3 million against the cap,
is one year away from unrestricted free agency, and just
hasn't worked out at centre in Columbus or Montreal. If he's
chosen he becomes a possible trade asset, but I'm going to
spend my cap money elsewhere.
Stenlund has an $874,125 cap hit, is six-foot-four, 215
pounds, can be a centre and has 11 goals in his past 64
regular season games. He'll turn 25 in September and you
can take time to see how he keeps coming along.
Dallas Stars
In Consideration: Blake Comeau, Adam Mascherin, Tanner
Kero, Julius Honka, Ben Bishop, Colton Point
The Pick: Adam Mascherin
Hasn't played an NHL game yet, so building out a little
organizational depth and potential here. Mascherin scored
34 points in 37 AHL games this season and might be worth
the flyer from this thin group. He's an inexpensive, 23-yearold RFA.

Detroit Red Wings
In Consideration: Vladislav Namestnikov, Evgeny
Svechnikov, Taro Hirose, Danny DeKeyser, Troy Stecher,
Dennis Cholowski
The Pick: Troy Stecher
West coast guy who played four years with the Canucks
before going to Detroit. Can fill a second or third pair role for
just $1.7 million and has one year left on his contract.
Edmonton Oilers
In Consideration: Jujhar, Khaira, Dominik Kahun, Tyler
Benson, Devin Shore, Oscar Klefbom, Adam Larsson (UFA),
Kris Russell
The Pick: Tyler Benson
The 23-year-old is all upside right now, with only seven NHL
games of experience. He was given exceptional player
status to enter the WHL early years ago and though he's
unlikely to ever deliver on those expectations, he was a
point-per-game AHL player this season and seems about
ready for more of a shot in the NHL. With Klefbom's career in
jeopardy, Benson is at least a good addition to Seattle's AHL
squad, but could surprise with more.
Florida Panthers
In Consideration: Frank Vatrano, Noel Acciardi, Lucas
Wallmark, Anton Stralman, Markus Nutivaara, Radko Gudas,
Chris Driedger (UFA)
The Pick: Chris Driedger
The only UFA being picked in this exercise only because
indications are that the Kraken have an agreement with the
goalie, though it has not been confirmed by the team. He
outplayed Sergei Bobrovsky, posting a .927 save percentage
this season, and got some playoff experience. The 27-yearold is good support for the other goalies we're picking here,
and we'd estimate a new AAV around the $3-3.5 million
range. Very tempted to pick Nutivaara here, though.
Los Angeles Kings
In Consideration: Brendan Lemieux, Andreas Athanasiou,
Blake Lizotte, Austin Wagner, Olli Maatta, Kale Clague,
Jonathan Quick
The Pick: Kale Clague
Lizotte is intriguing, but we'll go with 23-year-old Clague, who
had six points in 18 NHL games this season, but has spent
most of his time in the AHL so far. Building out organizational
depth on the blue line and doing it here with a player who
hasn't hit his peak yet.
Minnesota Wild
In Consideration: Victor Rask, Nick Bjugstad, Carson Soucy,
Kaapo Kahkonen
The Pick: Kaapo Kahkonen
Former WJC gold medal-winner and AHL goalie of the year,
the 24-year-old Kahkonen is a surprising player left exposed
by Minnesota after waiting seven years for him after his draft
season. He's our goalie of the future who could be a factor
sooner than that. Has a $725,000 cap hit and will be an RFA
next summer.
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Montreal Canadiens
In Consideration: Jonathan Drouin, Paul Byron, Shea Weber,
Brett Kulak, Cale Fleury, Carey Price

Finished the season a little quietly, but Blackwell had a quiet
breakout season with 12 goals and 22 points in 47 games.
The 28-year-old doesn't have a huge ceiling, but has centre
potential and showed more than the other options here.

The Pick: Cale Fleury
So badly want Price to be the pick here to see the fall out it
would lead to on both sides -- Seattle gets a Marc-Andre
Fleury-esque face of the franchise and the Canadiens get a
chance to build out their defence and forwards with plenty of
cap space. Price was the pick here in the first draft.

Ottawa Senators

But the injury situation muddies the waters too much for a
$10.5 million price tag and another five years. It's a nice
thought, but with the other goalie options out there Seattle
can manage its cap a bit better. So we're going with Cale
Fleury, who would join his brother Haydn.

Depth addition here. The 24-year-old could be an AHL goalie
again and has shown some promise in limited minor-league
action since leaving college in 2019. Had a .915 save
percentage in the AHL last season before the pandemic
complicated the picture.

Nashville Predators

Philadelphia Flyers

In Consideration: Matt Duchene, Ryan Johansen, Colton
Sissons, Calle Jarnkrok

In Consideration: Jakub Voracek, James van Riemsdyk,
Shayne Gostisbehere, Robert Hagg, Justin Braun

The Pick: Calle Jarnkrok

The Pick: James van Riemsdyk

This is not the place to spend a bunch of cap space -Jarnkrok was third in Nashville scoring this season with 13
goals and 28 points in 49 games and you can expect him to
give you that sort of pace going forward. Likely a winger, but
possibly a centre, Jarnkork gives you a little roster flexibility,
offensive depth, and costs only $2 million for one year before
he could become a UFA.

The Flyers will present an interesting choice: take one of
their big contracts and a player who could help on offence, or
save money with Hagg? I'm choosing to spend up on the
Flyers and go with van Riemsdyk, who has higher goalscoring upside and comes at a cheaper cap hit ($7 million)
and less term (two years) than Voracek. JVR isn't a $7million contributor, but his deal won't burn the Kraken longterm and if they decide to flip him they could probably get a
decent return if they retained some of that salary.

New Jersey Devils
In Consideration: Andreas Johnsson, Nick Merkley, P.K.
Subban, Will Butcher
The Pick: Andreas Johnsson
Wasn't able to keep up a 20-goal, 40-point level in New
Jersey that he managed for a season in Toronto, but the
potential is there. The Kraken's biggest challenge is going to
be finding offence and Johnsson could be a contributor on
the right line. He makes $3.4 million against the cap with two
years left on his contract, so you don't lock into anything
egregious here if he doesn't work out.
New York Islanders
In Consideration: Jordan Eberle, Josh Bailey, Leo Komarov,
Kieffer Bellows, Sebastian Aho
The Pick: Kieffer Bellows
Bailey or Eberle are appealing if this is where you want to
spend some of the limited cap space, but I'm instead going
to save it and choose Bellows instead. Has just five goals in
22 NHL games since being the 19th overall pick in 2016 so
he hasn't shown signs of hitting on his potential yet, and time
for that is running thin. Still, he's a cheap RFA at only 23
years old and has the pedigree that's worth taking a low-risk
shot on here so that we can take bigger swings elsewhere.
New York Rangers
In Consideration: Julien Gauthier, Ty Ronning, Colin
Blackwell
The Pick: Colin Blackwell

In Consideration: Evgeni Dadonov, Chris Tierney, Matt
Murray, Joey Daccord
The Pick: Joey Daccord

Pittsburgh Penguins
In Consideration: Jason Zucker, Brandon Tanev, Marcus
Pettersson, Casey DeSmith
The Pick: Marcus Pettersson
Zucker is appealing and comes with only one year of
contract commitment, but the 25-year-old Pettersson is a
good defender that Seattle could hang its hat on for a while.
His $4.025 million cap hit is maybe not ideal, but while some
of our blue line picks are developing, or more short-term
fixes, Pettersson will give us top-four minutes for a while.
San Jose Sharks
In Consideration: Alex True, Dylan Gambrell, Ryan Donato,
Martin Jones
The Pick: Dylan Gambrell
Born in Washington State not far from Seattle, Gambrell
would be an interesting hometown choice. The 24-year-old
counts for just $700,000 against the cap, will be an RFA
when that expires next year, can play centre and is a
physical presence.
St. Louis Blues
In Consideration: Vladimir Tarasenko, Vince Dunn
The Pick: Vladimir Tarasenko
This choice doesn't come without risk as Tarasenko's
shoulder injury has slowed him considerably the past couple
of years. But by all accounts there was trade interest in him
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around the league and, if his most recent surgery fixes the
issue, Tarasenko's upside is mouth-watering. He was one of
the best goal scorers in the game for a five-year period. His
$7.5 million cap hit makes that risk tough on some teams,
but the Kraken are starting fresh and can maybe afford to
take it on. His deal expires in just two years anyway, so it's
escapable. Maybe he even becomes a trade asset. Making
this choice harder is that 23-year-old Vince Dunn would be a
very nice pick up for the blue line. But it's Tarasenko.
Tampa Bay Lightning
In Consideration: Ondrej Palat, Yani Gourde, Tyler Johnson,
Alex Killorn, Mathieu Joseph
The Pick: Yanni Gourde
Lots of great choices here. That Gourde is productive and
can be one of our top two centres is key in this choice since
that position was harder to come by. Unless you pick Joseph
-- who has untapped potential of his own -- any other choice
you're making off Tampa Bay comes with a decent-sized cap
hit. Gourde's is $5.166 million for another four years -making this pick locks in a centre to build with.
Toronto Maple Leafs
In Consideration: Alexander Kerfoot, Jared McCann, Travis
Dermott
The Pick: Jared McCann
By choosing our defencemen elsewhere, we're passing on
Dermott here to keep filling out our relatively weaker
collection of centres. Had the Penguins not traded McCann
to Toronto on Saturday, the Kraken may have been able to
get both him and Kerfoot, but now will have to make a
choice. To me, it's McCann, who has been the more
productive pivot the past two seasons, comes about
$500,000 cheaper against the cap and will still be RFA age
next summer. Kerfoot is from out west and had a good -- if
brief -- showing in the playoffs. It's just a matter of who you
personally prefer.
Vancouver Canucks
In Consideration: Kole Lind, Jonah Gadjovich, Braden Holtby

The Pick: Kole Lind
Though there are some reports the Kraken are interested in
Holtby if they work out a side deal where the Canucks retain
some salary, my choices in net above preclude a Holtby pick
here. Perhaps if we chose Haydn Fleury over Carey Price for
Montreal, Holtby would be a pick here. Instead, Lind is a 22year-old RFA who was an early second-round pick in 2017
and is on the cusp of pushing for an NHL roster spot.
Another addition of youth and a cheap contract situation that
could hit.
Washington Capitals
In Consideration: Carl Hagelin, Conor Sheary, Justin Schultz,
Brenden Dillon, Nick Jensen, Vitek Vanecek
The Pick: Vitek Vanecek
Between Driedger, Kahkonen and Vanecek, someone is
bound to step up this season and you'd feel pretty good that
one of them would take the long-term lead job. Or, you could
flip one of them in a trade, because none will be all that
expensive. Vanecek, 25, makes $716,667 against the cap
and will still be an RFA next summer. He showed pretty well
in 37 games as a rookie this season, when he originally did
not factor into Washington's plans.
Winnipeg Jets
In Consideration: Mason Appleton, Dylan DeMelo
The Pick: Dylan DeMelo
A versatile defenceman, DeMelo is responsible defensively
and logged a lot of PK minutes in Winnipeg, and is a decent
play driver as well. Was surprising to see Winnipeg, a team
that needs to add defence, leave DeMelo exposed so they
could protect Logan Stanley. A top-four fit for the right side,
DeMelo makes a manageable $3 million against the cap for
another three seasons, which could also make him a trade
asset if the Kraken ever wanted to flip him.
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Kraken expansion draft: Best bargains, interesting players available
By James O'Brien
As of Sunday, hockey fans know which players NHL teams
protected and exposed to the Seattle Kraken expansion
draft. No doubt, there will be plenty of debate up until the
Kraken’s expansion draft picks are revealed on Wednesday.
First: the elephant making a side deal in the room

look dicey (it expires after 2024-25). Yet, Gourde is a true
rarity, even in an expansion draft with bigger names than
expected. He’s a play-driving center with some scoring skill.
With 25 and 22-goal seasons under his belt, Gourde’s
scored even when given secondary opportunities. He should
thrive if that stays the same, and could conceivably take a
step up — if not a leap — in a more prominent role.

Crucially, more might be known about potential “side deals”
and other behind-the-scenes machinations between Sunday
and Wednesday.

You may say it makes him … drool-worthy?

Right now, we’re raising our eyebrows at some big names
like Carey Price becoming available to the Kraken in the
expansion draft. We don’t yet know if teams pulled off
bribes/side deals to convince the Kraken not to take Pricetype players in the expansion draft.

While I like Nino Niederreiter, my reflex was to shrug at a
play-driving, but occasionally light-scoring, winger. Couldn’t I
get that just by waiting for Tomas Tatar during the normal
free-agent period?

Out of context, the Kraken picking Price seems like a
dangerous case of recency bias. But what if the Canadiens
bribe the Kraken to take Price in the expansion draft by
sending a boatload of picks? Then that becomes a more
complicated decision.

Contract years present great flexibility

But Niederreiter, 28, carries his modest $5.25M cap hit for
just one more year. This opens up some tantalizing
possibilities.



It also then becomes about perception. How much is a firstround pick or second-rounder worth? What about a prospect
without many reps?

The Kraken could offer Niederreiter some priceless
peace of mind. Maybe he signs a team-friendly
extension in exchange for trade protection?



After the lists were revealed, media and armchair GMs have
more information about the Kraken’s expansion draft options.
By no means do people know everything, though.

Conversely, the Kraken could trade Niederreiter —
either during the offseason, or at the 2022 NHL
Trade Deadline.



If nothing else, Niederreiter could put together a
strong season driven by the motivation of a contract
year.

That said, the guesses are at least more educated after
Sunday’s reveals.
(Speaking of educated, if you need a refresher on expansion
draft rules, check the bottom of this post.)
With those caveats in mind, let’s consider some of the best
bargains/values among players available to the Kraken in the
expansion draft.
An easy one for the Gourde
Without knowledge of bribes, it sure looks like the Lightning’s
pain begins with the Kraken expansion draft.
Truly, there are some other nice options with Tampa Bay.
Nothing wrong with Ondrej Palat. You could go younger with
Ross Colton or Alex Barre-Boulet.
To me, and possibly others, Yanni Gourde is a no-brainer.
Considering his age (29), his $5.167M cap hit may eventually

While Niederreiter chases that big contract while he’s still
somewhat in his prime, Mark Giordano, 37, is entering the
twilight of his career. Still, Giordano being in a contract year
mitigates the risks of aging. The Kraken could turn around
and trade Giordano right after the expansion draft, or see if
prices are right at the deadline. It’s hardest to imagine
Giordano signing a new deal with the Kraken … but if he
does, that’s probably a good sign for both parties, right?
Contract years are the least risky ways to get value from
contracts that aren’t totally cheap, but shorter deals in
general could be desirable. Would someone like Jonathan
Drouin ($5.5M for two more seasons) be able to revamp their
career? If so, the Kraken could get a lot in return by pumping
up his market value up, then dumping him to a team wanting
to make a run or two. At 26, Drouin could even turn his
career around and become a fixture.
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Technically, Giordano ($6.75M) and others might not be
bargains from a pure cap perspective. They could be great
values for the Kraken. That goes for if they net all of that
value on the ice for the Kraken, in a trade with another team,
or maybe both.
Personally, I’m not super-high on Max Domi, but maybe he’d
explode offensively with his earning future on the line in a
contract year? (Could be worthwhile just to see how he does
without John Tortorella.)

him up. At 25, he’s entering his own contract year at
just under $3M. Really, a bribery from the Maple
Leafs would be the only way I’d understand the
Kraken not taking McCann with their Toronto pick.



Kraken have some intriguing opportunities with defensemen
in expansion draft
Let’s run down some of the most desirable defensemen. To
clarify, these are players who could still conceivably be
trade-bait, but maybe wouldn’t lean as extremely in that
direction as, say, Giordano.



As an RFA, what kind of contract would Vince Dunn
fetch? If it’s a cheap one, would it be that surprising
if the 24-year-old becomes the next, say, Nate
Schmidt? (Asking Dunn to be Seattle’s Shea
Theodore feels a bit much.)



How bold would the Kraken go after free-agent
defensemen, in general? They get a three-day
window to schmooze with Dougie Hamilton. Just
saying.



The Capitals boast two intriguing 30-year-old
defensemen in Brenden Dillon ($3.9M for three
more seasons) and Nick Jensen ($2.5M through
2022-23).

The Kraken could take multiple expansion draft
stabs at “the next William Karlsson.” Who’s a skilled
player, yet one who hasn’t really done a ton of
tangible things to seem like a star? Again, that’s a
matter of the scouting staff identifying quality
(possibly over-ripe) prospects. Would Tyler Benson
be worth a shot? As a fairly recent departure from
the Lightning (now with Anaheim), maybe
Alexander Volkov could be the next Carter
Verhaeghe or Jonathan Marchessault?

Plenty of room to work with
Truly, it’s all pretty head-spinning. The Kraken could go
almost all-young, and laugh their way to the victory bank. Or,
they could try to emulate the Golden Knights by becoming
instant successes. Perhaps they’d try to shoot for a little of
both?
Surprisingly, there are paths forward for a number of teambuilding options. Even when talking about value, it boils
down to where the Kraken will identify value in the expansion
draft. Maybe they’ll shrug off Carey Price’s $10.5M, noting
how pivotal goaltending can be. (Ron Francis watched
several Hurricanes teams fall apart thanks, in part, to goalies
struggling.)
They might try to engineer even more trades than the Golden
Knights did in their infancy.



For a team that struggles so much on defense,
you’d think the Jets would covet Dylan DeMelo.
Especially since the 28-year-old is very affordable
at $3M AAV for three more seasons. Instead, they
exposed him, and the Kraken should pounce.

Who knows? Whatever happens, it figures to be exciting.
That goes for debating roster construction heading into
Wednesday’s official Kraken expansion draft picks, to how
they navigate the 2021 NHL Draft/offseason, and then
watching them sink or swim during the season.



There are also quite a few low-cost “speculative”
possibilities on defense. Jake Bean, 23, likely
wouldn’t cost much as an RFA with his limited
experience. These are areas where the Kraken’s
growing scouting staff can shine. Is Haydn Fleury
worth that Ducks choice?

Which values would you chase? Which treasures wouldn’t be
worth digging for?

Steady forward options beyond the stars
Yes, the Kraken could go bold with big names during the
expansion draft. For all of the risks with Vladimir Tarasenko,
it would still be two seasons of risks, then they could move
on.
(He’s definitely not a bargain in the purest sense, though.
That’s particularly true next season. His $7.5M cap hit is
already pricey, but it’s his $9.5M actual salary that makes
him an expensive gamble. Now, in 2022-23? He could be a
bargain with a $5.5M salary vs. that $7.5M AAV.)
If the Kraken would rather go safe, or merely focus on
flexibility/youth, there are plenty of options.



Being that the Maple Leafs just traded for him, I
wonder if there’s a side deal around Jared McCann.
If not, the Kraken should get cracking on snatching

Seattle Kraken expansion draft rules refresher
Now, you might want a refresher on the Seattle Kraken
expansion draft rules.
Each NHL team (except the Golden Knights) needed to
choose to protect players under two alignment options:
1.

Protecting seven forwards, three defensemen, and
one goalie.

2.

Protecting any combination of eight skaters
(example: four forwards, four defensemen), and a
goalie.

That said, not every NHL player is involved, so some
prospects were not available to the expansion draft.
Meanwhile, NHL teams were forced to protect certain players
because of contract factors. As the NHL explains:
* All players with no movement clauses at the time of the
draft, and who decline to waive those clauses, must be
protected and will be counted toward their team’s applicable
protection limits.
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* All first- and second-year professionals, and all unsigned
draft choices, will be exempt from selection and will not be
counted toward protection limits.



At least 20 players must be under contract for the
2021-22 season. That part of the process once
made it tougher to put together these PHT lists.

So, the 30 NHL teams involved faced those considerations.
What about some of the minimums and other factors for the
Kraken in selecting players in the expansion draft? Here are
some key details:



The total cap hit must fall somewhere between 60percent and 100-percent of the upper limit of the
salary cap.



Starting on Sunday (July 18), the Kraken open a
window to exclusively negotiate with pending free
agents who were not protected by NHL teams. If the
Kraken signed one of those free agents, that player
would count as Seattle’s pick for a given team.



The Kraken must select at least: 14 forwards, nine
defensemen, and three goalies. They’ll need to
select one player from all 30 teams in the expansion
draft.

Hurricanes re-sign Morgan Geekie
The move locks in a promising young forward for another
year and also provides some added flexibility for the
expansion draft.
By Andrew Schnittker
The Hurricanes took care of business with one of their
pending restricted free agents Friday, signing forward
Morgan Geekie to a one-year, two-way contract. The deal
will pay Geekie $750,000 at the NHL level or $75,000 at the
AHL level (but he would need waivers to be assigned to
Chicago).
After bursting onto the scene with four points in two games at
the end of the shortened 2020 regular season, Geekie
bounced back and forth between the Hurricanes and taxi
squad last year and posted three goals and nine points in 36
games. He will likely compete for a spot in the team’s bottom
six next year.
Geekie could also, however, be claimed in the expansion
draft if unprotected. Getting him signed now gives the Canes
some added flexibility ahead of having to submit their
protected list to Seattle tomorrow.
Each NHL team must expose two forwards who are under
contract for 2021-22 who played in at least 27 games last
season or at least 54 games the last two seasons. Before he
was signed, Geekie did not fit that requirement, but now he
obviously does.
Without Geekie signed, assuming all of Jordan Staal,
Sebastian Aho, Teuvo Teravaien, Andrei Svechnikov,
Vincent Trocheck and Nino Niederreiter will be protected, the
Canes would have to expose both Steven Lorentz and

Jesper Fast to satisfy the requirement. Now they can choose
to protect any one of those three.
The team’s official release on the Geekie signing follows:
‘CANES RE-SIGN GEEKIE TO ONE-YEAR DEAL
Forward tallied nine points in 36 NHL games last season
RALEIGH, NC – Don Waddell, President and General
Manager of the National Hockey League’s Carolina
Hurricanes, today announced that the team has re-signed
forward Morgan Geekie to a one-year, two-way contract. The
deal will pay Geekie $750,000 at the NHL level and $75,000
at the American Hockey League (AHL) level with a $125,000
guarantee.
“Morgan played well in his first full NHL season this year,”
said Waddell. “We’re excited for him to take the next steps in
his development.”
Geekie, 23, registered nine points (3g, 6a) in 36 NHL games
during the regular season and skated in three playoff games
with the Hurricanes in 2020-21. The 6’2”, 192-pound forward
also played two games with the Chicago Wolves of the
American Hockey League (AHL), posting five points (4g, 1a)
and earning AHL Player of the Week honors. Geekie has
registered 13 points (6g, 7a) in 38 career NHL/Hurricanes
games since making his NHL debut with Carolina on March
8, 2020. He has also recorded 93 points (45g, 48a) in 130
AHL games with Chicago and Charlotte, adding 18 points
(8g, 10a) in 19 playoff games as the Checkers captured their
first Calder Cup in 2019. The Strathclair, Man., native was
drafted by the Hurricanes in the third round, 67th overall, of
the 2017 NHL Draft.
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NHL releases expansion draft protection lists: Hurricanes expose Niederreiter, Bean
There was a surprise or two on the Hurricanes’ protection
lists.

56 games. His power game and finishing ability
were definitely missed when he was out for part of
the series against the Lightning.

By Andrew Schnittker
Wednesday night this week, the NHL’s newest team, the
Seattle Kraken, will have a chance to select one player from
30 of the league’s existing franchises (Vegas is exempt), and
each team submitted its protected lists yesterday. Here’s the
Canes’ list of players protected and exposed:
Protected

Niederreiter is definitely worth a look for Seattle with just a
year left on his deal. Given his cap hit and some of the other
forward talent left exposed by other teams, it’s probably still
more likely Francis takes a player like Jake Bean, but this is
still a calculated gamble on the Hurricanes’ part for sure. It
would be interesting to see what they did with the available
cap space if Niederreiter did get picked.

Sebastian Aho (F)
Jesper Fast (F)
Warren Foegele (F)
Jordan Staal (F)
Andrei Svechnikov (F)
Teuvo Teravainen (F)
Vincent Trocheck (F)
Brett Pesce (D)
Brady Skjei (D)
Jaccob Slavin (D)
Alex Nedeljkovic (G)



One of the biggest decisions here was whether to
use the third slot protecting a defenseman on Brady
Skjei or Bean. Bean is a young player who will
come a lot cheaper than Skjei with a lot of upside,
but Skjei proved himself a valuable member of the
Canes’ top four down the stretch. I definitely think
protecting Skjei is the right choice. Given the
uncertainty about whether or not Dougie Hamilton
will return, the team simply couldn’t afford to risk
losing two top-four defensemen in the same
offseason.

Available



Given the rumors that he and the Canes are far
apart on a new deal and he could move on, it’s
somewhat surprising to see Warren Foegele’s RFA
rights protected over all of Niederreiter, Morgan
Geekie and Steven Lorentz. Perhaps the
Hurricanes plan on re-signing Foegele after all, or
they think they can get a good return in a trade for
his rights.



I still think Francis’ most likely choice from the
Canes is Jake Bean. He had his struggles in the
second half of the season and in the playoffs, but
defenseman is a pretty tough position for a rookie to
excel at. He’s a player Francis himself drafted in the
first round, is a skilled offensive defenseman with
upside and the potential to quarterback a power
play, and should come fairly cheap as a pending
RFA this summer. That’s going to be tough for
Seattle to pass up.

Morgan Geekie (F)
Steven Lorentz (F)
Jordan Martinook (F)
Max McCormick (F)
Brock McGinn (F)
Nino Niederreiter (F)
Cedric Paquette (F)
Sheldon Rempal (F)
Drew Shore (F)
Spencer Smallman (F)
Jake Bean (D)
Jake Gardiner (D)
Eric Gelinas (D)
Jani Hakanpaa (D)
Dougie Hamilton (D)
Maxime Lajoie (D)
Roland McKeown (D)
Joakim Ryan (D)
David Warsofsky (D)
Antoine Bibeau (G)
Jeremy Helvig (G)
Petr Mrazek (G)
James Reimer (G)
Dylan Wells (G)
A few thoughts on these lists:



Obviously the most surprising move is the
Hurricanes exposing Nino Niederreiter. This is
obviously a move made with potentially clearing cap
space in mind - as Niederreiter’s hit for next season
is $5.25 million. However, he only has one year left,
and is coming off a great bounce-back year that
saw him finish second on the team with 20 goals in

If I had to rank the most likely candidates to be selected, it
would be:



Jake Bean



Nino Niederreiter



Morgan Geekie



Dougie Hamilton (Seattle can negotiate with him,
and if it signs him, he’d count as the selection from
the Canes)



Steven Lorentz

Seattle will make its selections Wednesday night at 8 p.m.
and the expansion draft will be televised on ESPN.
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TODAY’S LINKS
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article252837868.html
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article252862838.html
https://theathletic.com/2711358/2021/07/16/where-are-the-hurricanes-at-with-dougie-hamilton-and-alex-nedeljkovic-whys-it-so-quiet-right-now-bagof-jerks/
https://theathletic.com/2713647/2021/07/18/hurricanes-protection-list-why-warren-foegele-made-the-cut-and-whats-next/
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/canes-to-pick-27th-overall-in-2021-nhl-draft/c-325670834
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/canes-2021-nhl-expansion-draft-protection-list/c-325676714
https://www.nhl.com/news/mock-2021-expansion-draft-seattle-kraken/c-325685052
https://www.sportsnet.ca/nhl/article/hurricanes-re-sign-forward-morgan-geekie-two-way-contract/
https://www.sportsnet.ca/nhl/article/mock-nhl-expansion-draft-will-seattle-kraken-choose/
https://nhl.nbcsports.com/2021/07/18/kraken-expansion-draft-best-bargains-interesting-players-available/
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/7/16/22580744/carolina-hurricanes-morgan-geekie-expansion-draft
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/7/18/22582458/carolina-hurricanes-seattle-kraken-jake-bean-nino-niederreiter-don-waddell-ron-francis
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Carolina Hurricanes

The protected goalie was Alex Nedeljkovic, who is a restricted free agent.
Forward Martin Necas, who has a year remaining on his entry-level
contract, was exempt.

Here’s who the Hurricanes exposed in the NHL expansion draft

BY CHIP ALEXANDER
JULY 18, 2021 10:34 AM,

The Seattle Kraken, the NHL’s newest team, will draft its roster on
Wednesday and will choose from a pretty deep talent pool that includes
Montreal goalie Carey Price and St. Louis Blues forward Vladimir
Tarasenko.
Also included in that draft pool: Carolina Hurricanes forward Nino
Niederreiter and defensemen Jake Bean and Jake Gardiner. The Kraken
also could choose to sign free agent Dougie Hamilton, whom the Canes
have allowed to speak to other teams.
The Kraken, who begin play in the 2021-22 season, will select one player
from each team except the Vegas Golden Knights. Kraken general
manager Ron Francis said he has held hundreds of mock drafts in
preparation but has given out few other hints about his plans.
Francis, before going to Seattle, was the Canes’ GM and has a good
handle on their players. Some of the Canes’ possibilities for Wednesday
were players drafted while Francis was with Carolina, and he attended
several Canes games late in the 2020-21 regular season and the Stanley
Cup playoffs for a last look.
The process for the draft is much as it was in 2017 for the expansion
Golden Knights. NHL teams were given two options: protect seven
forwards, three defensemen and one goaltender; or eight skaters
(forwards and D-men) and one goalie.
The Canes again went with the 7-3-1 format for the draft. The protected
forwards: captain Jordan Staal, Sebastian Aho, Teuvo Teravainen,
Andrei Svechnikov, Vincent Trocheck, Warren Foegele and Jesper Fast.
The defensemen protected: Jaccob Slavin, Brett Pesce and Brady Skjei.

That left Bean and Niederreiter, Steven Lorentz and Morgan Geekie
among those to be exposed to the draft.
One big question to be answered: Does Seattle have interest in
Hamilton, soon to be an unrestricted free agent?
Niederreiter might have been the biggest surprise in the non-protected
list. He’s coming off a 20-goal, 34-point season. It could be that the
Canes do not think Francis will bite on Niederreiter’s $5.25 million salary
cap hit.
Francis and the Kraken could taken one of the players drafted during his
GM tenure with the Canes. Bean, a former first-round pick by the Canes,
played 42 regular-season games and 11 in the playoffs in the 2020-21
season. Forward Steven Lorentz played 45 games and 11 in the playoffs
and forward Morgan Geekie 36 regular-season and three playoff games.
The Canes obtained goalie Dylan Wells on July 14 in a trade with the
Edmonton Oilers for “future considerations” and left him unprotected.
NHL teams were required to turn in their protected rosters Saturday. The
league announced the rosters Sunday morning.
NHL teams were required to expose at least one defenseman and two
forwards who were under contract for 2021-22 who played at least 27
NHL games last season, or a total of 54 in the past two seasons.
Seattle is required to draft at least 20 players under contract for the 202122 regular season. Of those 20, there must be at least 14 forwards, nine
defensemen and three goalies.
In 2017, the Golden Knights made forward Connor Brickley a surprise
pick from the Hurricanes. Brickley spent the 2016-17 season with the
Charlotte Checkers, then the Canes’ AHL affiliate.
Francis was the Canes’ GM and worked a deal with then-Vegas general
manager George McPhee in which the Golden Knights took Brickley
rather than someone such as veteran forward Lee Stempniak. The
Canes gave Vegas a fifth-round draft pick.
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Carolina Hurricanes

Protected
Sebastian Aho (F)
Jesper Fast (F)

Hurricanes protection list: Why Warren Foegele made the cut and what’s
next

Warren Foegele (F)
Jordan Staal (F)

By Sara Civian Jul 18, 2021

Andrei Svechnikov (F)
Teuvo Teravainen (F)
Vincent Trocheck (F)
Brett Pesce (D)
Brady Skjei (D)
Jaccob Slavin (D)
Alex Nedeljkovic (G)
Available
Morgan Geekie (F)
Steven Lorentz (F)
Jordan Martinook (F)
Max McCormick (F)
Brock McGinn (F)
Nino Niederreiter (F)
Cedric Paquette (F)
Sheldon Rempal (F)
Drew Shore (F)
Spencer Smallman (F)
Jake Bean (D)
Jake Gardiner (D)
Eric Gelinas (D)
Jani Hakanpaa (D)
Dougie Hamilton (D)
Maxime Lajoie (D)
Roland McKeown (D)
Joakim Ryan (D)
David Warsofsky (D)
Antoine Bibeau (G)
Jeremy Helvig (G)
Petr Mrazek (G)
James Reimer (G)
Dylan Wells (G)
2021 NHL EXPANSION DRAFT
When: Wednesday, 8 pm.
TV: ESPN2
News Observer LOADED: 07.19.2021

No, the Hurricanes didn’t make any pre-Kraken expansion draft protected
list trades before Saturday’s 3 p.m. ET deadline. But it’s been quiet — a
little too quiet — around here. To some degree, that’s a reflection of
constantly moving parts behind the scenes ahead of some huge
decisions. And as it often goes for NHL clubs before deadlines, there
were a few things that might’ve been but weren’t.
The Canes had to prepare for dozens of scenarios leading up to the
roster freeze, then beyond it. They were working on their protected list up
until they couldn’t on Saturday — that fact, the rumblings around the
team and the list itself introduce some insight into the Canes’ strategy
and what they’ve had to consider.
We’ll get into that as we go. Without further ado, here’s the official list:
Protected (no particular order)
Forwards
1. Jordan Staal: The captain and his no-movement clause aren’t going
anywhere after a stellar season.
2. Sebastian Aho: Matching an offer sheet and watching Aho’s talent and
compete level somehow improve year after year only to expose him in
the expansion draft would be a fun way to announce the team is moving
to Quebec City.
3. Teuvo Teravainen: Teravainen is on one of the best contracts in the
NHL and would be the steal of the expansion draft at his value. He’s one
of the Hurricanes’ core pieces.
4. Andrei Svechnikov: Tearing down the 12-foot Svechnikov shrine the
Canes built at Wake Competition Center would be a project in itself.
5. Vincent Trocheck: The Hurricanes protecting Trocheck wasn’t a sure
thing when they traded for him before the 2020 trade deadline. Now, I
can’t imagine this team without him. He’s been a perfect fit on all fronts
— skill, compete, personality. He was leading the Hurricanes in goals
before his injury last season, he’s a perfect second-line center and he’s
doing it all for $4.75 million per year.
6. Jesper Fast: Is Fast a better player than Nino Niederreiter? No. Is he a
solid piece on a far better contract, one ideal for a chip-on-the-shoulder
expansion draft team to swoop in and take, giving them even more room
for their star players? Of course.
7. Warren Foegele: Here’s where things get tricky. Reports emerged
about a month ago that Foegele, an RFA, was seeking more of an
opportunity and more ice time — and other teams were interested. The
Canes have obviously been hearing these teams out, especially with a
slew of free agents to take care of and Svechnikov’s contract looming.
You’ll also recall the Canes re-signed Morgan Geekie on Friday and it
looked like that was done before the roster freeze to meet exposure
requirements. But the Canes officially exposed Geekie, Niederreiter and
Steven Lorentz when they only needed to expose two forwards to meet
the requirements. Were they preparing for the possibility of losing
Foegele before the freeze? Any competent front office fielding offers for a
player would do so. And it’s not like this was the real trade deadline —
one could assume trade talks involving many players are still ongoing.
Logic will once again tell you that you protect a player involved in trade
talks to make a trade more enticing.
Defensemen
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1. Jaccob Slavin and 2. Brett Pesce: Who else is going to play 45
minutes per game?
3. Brady Skjei: I could just imagine the Twitterverse hot takes if the
Canes were to protect Skjei over Jake Bean, and they did not disappoint.
But are we forgetting the playoffs? I thought Skjei was pretty solid in the
playoffs, much better than Bean — who will get there eventually. But in a
world where the Canes have traded away much of the depth that made
their blue line so bulletproof, imagine if they let Dougie Hamilton walk and
Skjei gets selected in the expansion draft? Bean has potential, but I
doubt Rod Brind’Amour’s willingness to toss him out there to eat tough
minutes, and for good reason. He needs a couple years, and the Canes
need an NHL-ready top four defenseman before they go from the best
blue line in the league to “Uh, what happened here?” very quickly.
Kraken GM Ron Francis also drafted Bean; complete speculation here,
but it’s very possible the Canes have strategized around the Kraken
taking Bean.

Eric Gelinas
Jani Hakanpaa (UFA)
Dougie Hamilton (UFA)
Maxime Lajoie (RFA)
Roland McKeown (UFA)
Joakim Ryan (UFA)
David Warsofsky (UFA)
Goalies
Antoine Bibeau (UFA)
Jeremy Helvig (RFA)
Petr Mrazek (UFA)

Goalie

James Reimer (UFA)

Alex Nedeljkovic: Friendly reminder that teams do not need to tender a
qualifying offer to a player before they protect him — they can protect
anyone they want. The Canes obviously needed to protect a goalie and
they’re going with the RFA they’re still negotiating with. I wouldn’t read
into this as it pertains to those negotiations.

Dylan Wells (RFA)
The Athletic LOADED: 07.19.2021
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Exposed
Forwards
Geekie: See, Foegele. Also, exposing another player Francis drafted
himself with serious potential sure makes things interesting. They’re
going to lose somebody, but knowing they didn’t have to protect either
Geekie or Steven Lorentz and will still keep at least one is a nice way to
look at it, right?
Lorentz: Same deal.
Niederreiter: It pretty much goes without saying in an expansion draft, but
Francis said it Saturday: cap space is extremely valuable to him. As great
as Niederreiter is, I seriously doubt the Kraken are going to take on his
$5.25 million AAV. This seems like a calculated risk from the Hurricanes
— they probably won’t lose him, but if they do they get a significant
amount of cap space cleared up.

The Athletic / NHL Scouts Poll 2021: Is Owen Power the clear-cut No. 1?
Who is most underrated?

By Sunaya Sapurji Jul 18, 2021

It’s been a chaotic year, particularly in the junior circuits. Many leagues
tried their best to put together some semblance of a schedule. There
were hubs and bubbles. Protected environments. Daily testing. Starts
and stops. Playoffs and tournaments once again cancelled in many
cases. The OHL, hampered by ongoing provincial lockdowns, failed to
have a season at all forcing some of their top draft-eligible players to go
overseas.

Sheldon Rempal (UFA)

But most leagues did the best they could to let the kids play. They got
creative, because they had to. The WHL’s Red Deer Rebels experienced
my childhood dream and lived in their rink for the duration of their 24game schedule. Many leagues were forced to play without spectators,
which meant scouts were once again watching online instead of an
arena. Unlike last year, where many leagues had at least completed the
bulk of the season with in-person attendance, this season was mostly
virtual.

Drew Shore (UFA)

So, it’s been tough.

Spencer Smallman (RFA)

“It took us right out of the rink,” said one NHL scout. “We had to rely on
video, watch games from Europe and get any live viewings that were
available (Erie Showcase, organized skates, etc.).”

Jordan Martinook (UFA)
Max McCormick (UFA)
Brock McGinn (UFA)
Cedric Paquette (UFA)

Defensemen
Jake Bean (RFA): We’ve reached the man of the hour. His next contract
will be reasonable, his ceiling is high and he’s with the band. In all
likelihood, he’s the guy the Kraken will go with. If so, it’ll sting for the
Canes’ defensive depth, which is quickly going from logjam to Will Smith
in the last episode of “The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air,” but at least it’s
somewhat expected and thus can be worked around. Again, it isn’t
certain and expansion drafts are known for a few surprises, but a lot adds
up for this to make sense.
Jake Gardiner: Obviously Gardiner to the Kraken would be ideal for the
organization, as the Canes benched Gardiner in the playoffs and he has
a $4.05 million cap hit (and is owed even more in cash) for the next two
seasons. But it looks like the Canes got their ideal expansion draft
scenario with Connor Brickley to Vegas and they’ll have to take an L this
time around.

“The pandemic impacted all of our lives as scouts greatly,” said one NHL
director of amateur scouting. “Ontario more so obviously. Travel was
non-existent. … In the end, I feel very bad for the players in all leagues.”
“The pandemic definitely influenced my personal hockey season a lot,”
said a scout based in Europe. “I’ve never watched such a small amount
of games from the stands before, and on the other hand, I’ve never
watched so many hockey games in a single season because I spent
ages in front of the computer and the TV — I watched countless games
there.”
“Another area that’s been impacted is the nature of how to disseminate
information from teams,” said yet another scout. “No longer can you have
those informal talks with coaches, GMs, or even media people before a
game, finding out who’s hurt, which players are going through issues,
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etc. It’s another aspect that’s affected scouting this year especially in
leagues with limited attendance.”

I have seen many of the first-round potential players only on video this
season — around a half dozen or so.

It should also be noted that scouting doesn’t happen in a vacuum, so
evaluators have been watching this age group long before they became
draft-eligible — the big picture puzzle is there, but significant pieces are
still missing. The general consensus is this draft might be a bit on the
weaker side — as a whole — than we’re normally used to and that
scouts have had limited viewings of many players this season might play
into that volatility.

Approximately 25-28 and it wasn’t difficult, as most streams these days
are good enough quality-wise to decipher. Though I plead with teams, in
the future, if you make jersey changes make numbers easy to see on
video. Dark numbers on a dark jersey don’t help anyone or light numbers
on white jerseys. Contrast is important.

Sure, Owen Power is the top-ranked prospect for the draft on most lists,
but talking to NHL scouts, there doesn’t seem to be the same kind of
assuredness as there was for say, Alexis Lafrenière in 2020 or Jack
Hughes in 2019 (Kaapo Kakko notwithstanding).
In a year full of uncertainty, it’s nice to bring the annual scouting poll back
for another run. If you’d like to see how right — or wrong — our NHL
scouts have been in the past, here are the previous iterations at The
Athletic: 2020, 2019, 2018, 2017. If you really want me to feel old, you
can also take a peek at the scouting polls I did for my former employer
going back to 2014 (that bust list is a trip!). The scouts have changed
over time so it’s not always the same evaluators each year.
As always, The Athletic canvassed eight NHL scouts to get their thoughts
on the 2021 draft class. In keeping with tradition, the scouts are based in
different territories covering western Canada, Ontario, Quebec and the
Maritimes, the U.S. and Europe. Also included in the group are two NHL
scouts who serve as director of amateur scouting for their respective
teams. Their answers are published out of sequence and edited for style,
length and clarity, and not every scout addressed every question.
How difficult has it been evaluating player progression given the fact
many leagues stopped last year, only to start again this year with a
smaller schedule (and often more regional play)?
To follow player progression was probably the most difficult part of
scouting in this season. However, I guess it was a bit easier in Europe
than in North America, because in Europe most junior leagues played at
least some games.
You are basically taking an educated leap of faith, bringing in evaluations
from two years ago, some recent video and interviews.
This one is harder on some players than others. First-year players in
major junior don’t get the benefit of a long season where most have
played as 16 and have that experience at least.
It was more difficult to assess those so-called middle-tier players, more
so in the OHL as they didn’t play at all. For other leagues, especially
those in Europe or the USHL, there were enough games to assess
everyone normally.
Without being able to see players live for the most part or in some cases,
not at all, the progression of some of these players is not known, or you
got a small sample size based on combining some video from last year.
The players suffered a very tough year at a critical age.
How many projected first-rounders have you watched solely on video this
year? Has it been difficult?
Fifteen, it has its pros and cons. You can really drill down and watch
every shift they have played, but without seeing them live it can be tough
to get a great feel.
Personally, I viewed five players solely by video. That is where you have
to really trust and rely on your area scouts to come through for the team.
Video only for me is about 10. It’s tough to see the same kinds of things
you would in person. You’re at the mercy of the angles and camera
operator.
Got to at least see everyone in my area live and a few other leagues as
well. Video on some but most have been seen live even though limited.

Eight to 10 — it’s not ideal, but better than nothing. Video allows you to
get a general feel for a kid, but harder to see the nuances in their game.
This year’s draft class has been described as a weak one compared to
the last few years, do you agree? Where do you see the talent dropping
off?
There is a bit of a drop-off after the first 15 players, but due to the
pandemic, there will be players who could be real good down the road
when they get back to a normal development situation.
I don’t think this draft class is as weak as many say. There’s a good
group of defensemen and some high-skill guys in the top 15. Throw in
two high-end goalies and decent depth through the first few rounds, and
it’s a draft where a team with early-round picks should walk away with
some decent prospects. Additionally, there may be more late-round
steals this year simply due to the lack of viewings in some of the leagues
like the OHL.
Yes, 100 percent. I would say from the first pick all the way through but
for this year’s class, there is a drop-off at around 10-11.
I think it’s a statement that gets made every year and we won’t truly know
the depth for a few years. The top 15, I believe, are good NHLers with a
lot of unknowns after that.
Yes, late first.
It might be slightly weaker, but there’s also the uncertainty that goes with
limited viewings.
Yes and no. Yes, I would rate these players weaker than in other years,
but on the other hand, the experience shows that these predictions are
shaky if you evaluate drafts many years after (in hindsight). Coming back
to your question, I think the drop-off is at the very top. I can’t see any toprated player becoming a franchise or special player at this point. A lot of
good players and some very good ones.
I don’t think this year is particularly weak. I think some scouts are saying
that because of the limited viewings of players, but overall I think this is
just a normal year. Talent drops off maybe by the third round.
This year’s draft seems to be more volatile at the top than in previous
years. Who would you take with the No. 1 pick?
I think Owen Power (D, Michigan, Big Ten) has earned the right to be
selected No. 1 and should go first. He has proven himself at many levels.
Owen Power (D, Michigan, Big Ten) is No. 1 for me. His play at the world
championships solidified that position for me.
Owen Power (D, Michigan, Big Ten). Dominant against NCAA
competition as a true freshman. Size, skating, poise. Will play big
minutes in NHL sooner than later.
Matthew Beniers (C, Michigan, Big Ten). He impacts the game in all
zones and makes teammates better. Guys like him help you compete for
Cups.
Matthew Beniers (C, Michigan, Big Ten).
William Eklund (LW, Djurgarden, SHL). He’s the most skilled player with
the most upside.
It would be very tough for me to answer due to lack of viewings, and I
think a lot of teams are in the same boat.
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How many OHLers do you think will go in the first three rounds and what
kind of impact do you think not having a season had on the majority of
those players?
12. While this season hasn’t been ideal for OHL players, the lack of a
season really didn’t affect the top-rated players as most ended up playing
somewhere this season plus also playing in the U18 tournament.
15. I believe as a group they will go lower than they should in a normal
year. The players at the U18s will get slotted near the right spots. Down
the road, there will be some players that look like huge value picks.

There are probably a lot of sleeper picks in this draft, more than ever
before.
Which player do you think has the greatest potential to end up as a bust?
Don’t like to think about 17-year-olds as potential busts but there are
definitely some potential misses with players who have had some bad
background checks.
Brody Lamb (RW, Dodge County, Minn. H.S./Green Bay Gamblers
USHL)

I’m guessing around 15 OHLers. Basically, I don’t think it will have a big
impact because most of the players we know from the past and it’s just
the guessing game is bigger than usual. It would be stupid to underrate
players because you haven’t seen them playing a lot this season.

Oskar Olausson (RW, HV 71, SHL)

17-20. Not having a season hurt the majority of them, even if it just
dropped them down a slot or two compared to players who played all or
most of the season.

Maybe Kent Johnson (C, Michigan Big Ten)? Johnson is a crowd pleaser
and can be spectacular, but too many of his actual plays are not yet
typical pro plays.

I would say 20-30 OHL players in the top three rounds. Unfortunately,
this has been a terrible year for this group and it hurt a lot of the kids in
the rankings because of limited to no viewings. In the end, it doesn’t
matter where they get drafted. If they are good enough they will be found
eventually.

Every year someone expected to go high falls down the draft list — who’s
that player for you this year?

Not sure on the number but definitely a challenging year for those kids
outside of U18s and players who left for Europe.

Josh Doan (RW, Chicago, USHL)

Which goalie would you pick: Jesper Wallstedt or Sebastian Cossa?
Jesper Wallstedt (G, Lulea, SHL), (he) played very well in the (Swedish)
league against men.
Jesper Wallstedt (G, Lulea, SHL) has proven to be a legitimate prospect
on the world stage and will likely go first.
Jesper Wallstedt (G, Lulea, SHL)
I probably would go with Jesper Wallstedt (G, Lulea, SHL), I think he is
technically more developed than Sebastian Cossa (G, Edmonton Oil
Kings, WHL). Cossa might have a higher ceiling and I know some of my
colleagues like Cossa a bit more. Wallstedt is a big, unspectacular goalie
who seldom overplays situations, he already looks very mature
compared to his age. I’m not so sure how much further he can develop
but he is already very good.
Sebastian Cossa (G, Edmonton Oil Kings, WHL), just more familiar with
him.
Sebastian Cossa (G, Edmonton Oil Kings, WHL), but only because I
haven’t seen Wallstedt as much.
Is there a player you think is rated lower in the NHL rankings than he
should be? i.e. Sleeper pick
Danila Klimovich (RW, Minsk Zubry, Belarus-2)
I think a kid like Robert Orr (RW, Halifax Mooseheads, QMJHL) from
Halifax could be a surprise as he has only one year in the Q and put up
some pretty good numbers.

Simon Edvinsson (D, Frolunda, SHL)
Sasha Pastujov (RW, U.S. NTDP-USHL)

Daniil Chayka (D, CSKA, KHL)
Logan Mailloux (D, London Knights, OHL)

Dylan Duke (LW, U.S. NTDP-USHL), Ryan Ufko (D, Chicago, USHL). In
Europe, Aatu Raty (C, Karpat, Liiga) could be a guy who slips a bit.
Finland’s Aatu Raty (C, Karpat, Liiga) — he was ranked highly a year ago
but not much happened this season and given the fact he isn’t the most
explosive and speedy player, all this could result in a lower draft, maybe
around 20 or so. One year ago he was discussed as a potential firstoverall pick. However, he has fantastic skills and could develop into a
very good NHL center.
Hard for me to say
In your estimation who is the most NHL-ready player in the draft?
Owen Power (D, Michigan, Big Ten)
Owen Power (D, Michigan, Big Ten)
Owen Power (D, Michigan, Big Ten)
Owen Power (D, Michigan, Big Ten)
Owen Power (D, Michigan, Big Ten)
Both Matthew Beniers (C, Michigan, Big Ten) and Owen Power (D,
Michigan, Big Ten) having played a year in college and world
championships proved to be ready for the next level.
No one this year but if I had to pick one, it would be William Eklund (LW,
Djurgarden, SHL). It’s easier to shelter a forward than it is a defenseman.
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Bryce Montgomery (D, London Knights, OHL)
Connor Kelley (D, Minnesota-Duluth, NCHC)
One first-round potential player who is rated higher on my list than on
some others is Chaz Lucius (C, U.S. NTDP-USHL). I still believe scoring
goals is the most difficult part of hockey and this is exactly what he does.
He is very smart around the net, works hard and tries to get open all the
time.
No sleeper pick for me because there are too many of them because of
the limited viewings!
Too many players considered sleepers this year.

Sportsnet.ca / Carey Price's uncertain injury status complicates Kraken's
decision

Elliotte Friedman
July 18, 2021, 10:42 PM

Some quickie reaction to a wild weekend of off-ice action:
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CAREY PRICE, MONTREAL & SEATTLE
One expansion draft I remember is Major League Baseball’s in 1993.
The California Angels had a terrific closer named Bryan Harvey. Two
years earlier, he was an All-Star, fifth in Cy Young voting and the leagueleader in saves, with 46. In August 1992, he had arthroscopic elbow
surgery and the Angels thought he’d never be the same. He was to make
$4.225 million the next season, 33rd in the majors (source:
baseballnexus). So, they left him unprotected.
The expansion Florida Marlins took a look at his medicals, got the
thumbs up from their doctors and selected him. One of the reasons: they
were drafting a young team, and thought it would benefit those players if
they weren’t constantly demoralized by losing tight games late.
In Florida’s first season, the 30-year-old saved 45 of the team’s 64 wins.
He finished eighth in Cy Young voting, 14th for the MVP. To them, he
was worth every penny. Harvey was red-hot to start 1994, with six saves
in the opening month before the elbow gave out on April 25. That was it.
There were five more appearances before he had to give up.
That brings us to Carey Price.
Price is coming off a brilliant post-season run -- after a challenging,
injury-plagued regular season. Price was bothered by something well
before he missed 19 of the last 21 games with a lower-body injury, then a
concussion.
Sunday night, approximately 24 hours after news got out that Price was
unprotected, reports surfaced he could need surgery to his hips and/or
knees. As a couple of sources indicated, the goaltender is dealing with
multiple issues that need clarity and it is possible he could be out into the
2021-22 season.
Price has five more seasons at a $10.5 million cap hit ($44 million in
actual cash). Question him at your own peril, but he’ll be 34 in August.
When the CBA was amended prior to the 2020 bubble playoffs, players
gained control over their no-move and no-trade clauses. If Price goes to
Seattle, he can lock it back in and keep control of his future.
Whether or not the Kraken should take him is a sports radio/twitter
debate dream. Hours of airtime and kajillions of Al Gore internet
bandwidth are going to be wasted with this over the next 72 hours. No
hot take will go unexplored.
The facts are this: it is absolutely impossible for Seattle not to seriously
consider this. There are extremely legitimate on- and off-ice reasons to
select Price. He could be Seattle’s closer, and the Marc-Andre Fleury
standard-bearer for the franchise. He played junior hockey in the state,
wife Angela is from Washington.
And, word is they are seriously considering it.
This is where it gets tricky.
To this point, Canadiens GM Marc Bergevin has not commented on
either Price’s situation or Shea Weber’s. That’s not unusual for him. In
my experience, when asked about injuries, Bergevin won’t comment until
he has clarity, and he prefers to do it in either a media conference or on
the Canadiens’ social platforms. It’s happened a few times, and he’s
consistent with that.
However, the Kraken have to submit their picks by Wednesday morning,
to be revealed that night. (If it’s true some of the players are going to be
unveiled by disembarking from float planes, I can’t wait to see it.) Price is
not expected to see doctors until after that deadline.
Because Seattle is supposed to get a full medical picture of all exposed
players, this isn’t going over well. Other teams are boiling, complaining
the Canadiens are using Price and Weber to make a mockery of the
expansion process.
On Friday’s podcast, co-host Jeff Marek said he heard the Kraken were
asking for first- and third-round picks as payment for not taking anyone
left unprotected; no one really disputed that. The cost was steep.

Bergevin didn’t want to pay that to preserve Jake Allen, and despite
considering trading Allen in the last week, his heart really wasn’t into it.
31 Thoughts: The Podcast
Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what
they think about it.
Bergevin knew he’d need Allen (or something better) next season. Even
if Price wasn’t injured, the era of playing 65 games is over. He knows it
too, which is why he agreed to do it. Some teams believe Bergevin told
Seattle he’d protect Allen if the Kraken didn’t budge on their demands,
but they refused to back down.
Section 50 of the CBA makes it very clear a team cannot re-acquire a
player on a retained-salary transaction for one year after losing him, so
forget that idea. (Montreal could, however, reacquire him at full cost.)
There are other good goalie options for the Kraken. Intriguingly, Price is
represented by the same agent (Gerry Johansson) as Florida’s Chris
Driedger. It’s been rumoured for a while now Seattle will take (and sign)
Driedger. There are other mid-20s possibilities (Kaapo Kahkonen, Vitek
Vanacek). There are veterans on short term: Ben Bishop (although he is
injured), Braden Holtby and Jonathan Quick. These are players the
Kraken could keep — or flip for further assets.
So, here we are…Sammy Farha versus Chris Moneymaker at the 2003
World Series of Poker. (If you’re not familiar, google “Bluff of the
Century.”)
SHEA WEBER
We may not get clarity on Weber until training camp medicals. The
league will see what doctors determine then. There was some interesting
feedback on his situation. No one questioned his integrity or his injuries,
but don’t like the timing because of the expansion draft and the fact he
played so well in the post-season. (Only Victor Hedman and Ben Chiarot
played more minutes.) One GM added he felt Nashville shouldn’t face a
possible cap recapture penalty in case of retirement, because the
Predators matched an offer sheet instead of writing that contract.
OTHER SEATTLE STUFF
• Non-Price question asked most on Sunday: “Do you think Seattle will try
to re-unite Blake Coleman, Barclay Goodrow and Yanni Gourde?”
• Pittsburgh and Toronto suspected Seattle liked both Alex Kerfoot and
Jared McCann. Now the Kraken can only get one.
• I think Philadelphia suspected the Kraken would take Nicolas AubeKubel
• The Kraken could put together a pretty good team. Now, the biggest
question becomes: who do other clubs want? They can do three
retained-salary transactions. St. Louis wasn’t crazy about what they were
offered to keep salary on Vladimir Tarasenko, but how will Seattle feel?
What about Mark Giordano? Those calls started on Sunday.
• This would depend on Seth Jones, but if he was interested in Seattle
long-term, they could already put together a pretty good package for him.
ELSEWHERE
• Does Patrik Laine accept his qualifying offer ($7.5 million) to play in
Columbus next season? Nice and easy for everyone, if so.
• This wasn’t the first time Vegas tried hard to get Nolan Patrick. There’s
the WHL Brandon connection with GM Kelly McCrimmon, and they made
no secret of their interest.
• What is next for Nashville? GM David Poile swings for the fences.
Suddenly, he’s got some room.
• Lots of expectation Boston going hard for Ryan Suter. One source
called him “the Corey Perry of 2021-22.”
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• Big victory for Dallas getting Miro Heiskanen signed long-term. As a
couple of teams pointed out, $8.45 million in no state-tax Texas is above
nine elsewhere.
• One situation to WATCH: Pavel Buchnevich, Rangers. Arbitration
eligible. UFA next summer. Too expensive to keep? Other teams like
him.
VACCINATIONS
• The NHL and NHLPA are working on next season’s protocols. The
Canadian government indicated fully vaccinated travellers from all
countries could be allowed by September, enormous for the upcoming
season. However, what happens if someone isn’t vaccinated? One
possibility is that players who can’t cross the border won’t be paid for
games they miss. We’ll see if that becomes canon, but teams and
players have been made aware of that discussion.
MAUREEN SPERO
A couple of days ago, there was awful news about fatalities in a boat
crash on Lake Rosseau in Ontario. One was 51-year-old Maureen Spero.
I went to university with Maureen, who played guard for Western’s
basketball team. She was very fast, very aggressive defensively. One of
the toughest places to play away from London was Lakehead, because
that was the Thunder Bay school’s biggest varsity sport and the crowd
supported them like no one else in the province. She came off the bench
during a game there, and turned a loss into a win. That’s what came to
mind when I heard the news. I’ve lost touch with the players from that
era, but many of them remain close and get together often. All the best to
them and her family during such a painful time.
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There will be some tricky calls.
Here’s a look at the 10 most intriguing players left unprotected for the
Seattle expansion draft:
Carey Price
Age: 33
Contract status: Five years at $10.5-million AAV, including an $11-million
signing bonus due in September.
CJ’s take: In the words of a rival executive, “The Price thing is shocking.”
Indeed. We can easily identify the fundamental drivers behind the
decision -- namely, Price’s deep connections to Washington State and
the fact that his contract is already placing a drag on the Canadiens' cap
situation -- but that doesn’t lessen the seismic nature of this
development. Price waived a no-movement clause for expansion less
than two weeks after playing in the Stanley Cup Final, which guaranteed
that Jake Allen would remain in Montreal. It’s hard to imagine Seattle
now passing on the chance to make Price the first face of its franchise.
Gabriel Landeskog
Age: 28
Contract status: Unrestricted free agent.
CJ’s take: Landeskog’s future in Colorado is murky at best. By exposing
him in expansion, the talent-rich Avalanche were able to protect an extra
skater. But it also gave Seattle the green light to engage in negotiations
with their captain during an exclusive 72-hour window that opened
Sunday morning. All things being equal, Landeskog would love to remain
with the only NHL team he’s ever played for. However, negotiations
haven’t been smooth, and now he’ll get the opportunity to start imagining
what life might look like elsewhere.
Vladimir Tarasenko

Sportsnet.ca / Seattle Kraken Expansion Draft: 10 most intriguing players
left unprotected

Chris Johnston
July 18, 2021, 11:25 AM

There was no way to completely trade your way out of trouble with these
expansion-draft rules. That’s why Ron Francis remained so upbeat even
after watching a flurry of transactions designed to limit options for his
Seattle Kraken.
“We certainly think there’s going to be some good players available,” said
Francis.
When the anxious wait ended Sunday morning with the NHL’s protection
list release, Francis and his staff found themselves with a group of
potential players that included former all-stars, current team captains and
promising young pros.
They also had more big names with contracts to match available than the
Vegas Golden Knights saw during their expansion draft process in 2017.
Chalk that up to a tight-money, flat-cap environment and the fresh
memory of mistakes made four years earlier.
The fundamental question now facing the Kraken before submitting their
final expansion selections on Wednesday morning is how many big
contracts to take on. Francis has the green light from ownership to spend
to the $81.5-million cap -- and must select players making at least $48.9million in this draft -- but protecting available space is an advantage they
can maintain over most of the league for months and years to come.
“The one thing we think is extremely, extremely important in this
environment is cap space,” said Francis.

Age: 29
Contract status: Two years at $7.5-million AAV.
CJ’s take: There was trade interest in the five-time 30-goal man leading
up to the expansion draft, which underscores his value as an asset
should Seattle choose to select him. He could be slotted directly on the
Kraken’s top line or be flipped elsewhere for futures. Tarasenko is
looking for a change of scenery and has some big question marks after
three shoulder operations, but only having two years remaining on his
contract should mitigate concerns somewhat.
Ryan Johansen
Age: 28
Contract status: Four years at $8-million AAV.
CJ’s take: The cost here might be too much for Seattle to stomach,
especially with so much other big-money talent available. But it’s
intriguing that Nashville exposed both Johansen and Matt Duchene (five
more years at $8 million) while protecting five defencemen
(Carrier/Ekholm/Fabbro/Josi/Myers). Johansen’s production has been
heading in the wrong direction the last couple of seasons, but he’s still a
big, experienced centre with ties to the region after growing up in
Vancouver.
Yanni Gourde
Age: 29
Contract status: Four years at $5.167-million AAV.
CJ’s take: The Tampa Bay Lightning simply had too many good players
to protect after winning the Stanley Cup twice in 10 months. Gourde was
one of the heartbeat players during those runs, centring a highly effective
checking line with Blake Coleman and Barclay Goodrow and chipping in
with some big goals along the way. Julien BriseBois elected to go with
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the 4-4-1 protection strategy -- keeping his top-four intact on the blue-line
-- leaving Seattle to choose between Gourde, Ondrej Palat, Alex Killorn,
Tyler Johnson, Mathieu Joseph and Ross Colton. The only problem for
the Kraken is they’re only allowed to take one of them.
Jared McCann
Age: 25
Contract status: One year at $2.94-million AAV.
CJ’s take: This was an interesting call since the Leafs acquired McCann
in a Saturday afternoon trade with the Pittsburgh Penguins and then
immediately exposed him in the expansion draft. It could be a sign that
Kyle Dubas already has a trade worked out with Francis regarding
Toronto’s selection or perhaps McCann amounted to expansion
insurance because it guaranteed that at least one of he or Alexander
Kerfoot would remain with the Leafs entering next season. McCann is
coming off his most productive NHL season and brings middle-of-thelineup versatility. It’s hard to imagine the Leafs wanting to lose him.
Max Domi
Age: 26
Contract status: One year at $5.3-million AAV.
CJ’s take: The Columbus Blue Jackets are retooling and haven’t left
Seattle with any more appealing choice than Domi. He’s coming off a
difficult season, but has a long track record of NHL production and is
capable of playing both wing and centre. As an added bonus, Domi is
one year away from unrestricted free agency -- making him a potential
asset to be flipped at the 2022 trade deadline.
Jake Bean
Age: 23
Contract status: Restricted free agent.
CJ’s take: Carolina aggressively sought to make a deal in recent weeks
that would alleviate its expansion-protection issues, but couldn’t find the
right fit. Now the Hurricanes are at risk of losing Bean for nothing after his
first full NHL season. He was selected 13th overall in the 2016 draft -when Francis sat at the head of Carolina’s draft table. Bean is a young,
cost-controlled asset with his best years still ahead of him.
Dylan DeMelo
Age: 28
Contract status: Three years at $3-million AAV.
CJ’s take: Players with DeMelo’s attributes are always in high demand.
He’s a sneaky, effective, right-shot defenceman signed to a reasonable
contract. Those qualities should make him appealing to the Kraken as a
trade asset even if he doesn’t slot directly into their own plans. The
Winnipeg Jets certainly don’t want to see him go, but found themselves
getting squeezed with Josh Morrissey, Neal Pionk and 23-year-old Logan
Stanley also in need of protection among their defencemen.
Mark Giordano
Age: 37
Contract status: One year at $6.75-million AAV.
CJ’s take: Even if this wasn’t a major surprise, it could start a wave of
change in Calgary. Giordano is closing in on 1,000 career games with the
franchise and has served as captain since Jarome Iginla left town. From
a roster-management standpoint, it was an easy choice to protect Noah
Hanifin, Rasmus Andersson and Chris Tanev because of where they are
in their careers, but viewed through a team-culture lens it was more
difficult to leave Giordano exposed. He’d be a great mentor for the
Kraken to start their team with.

Honourable mentions: Nino Neiderreiter, James van Riemsdyk, Jakub
Voracek, Jason Zucker, Adam Henrique, Andreas Johnson, Brenden
Dillon, Jonathan Quick.
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